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ABSTRACT
Assessing the impact of environmental challenges on maternal state and breeding success is
important for predicting how migratory Pacific salmon populations will respond to an
increasingly stressful world. The overall goal of my thesis was to examine fine-scale senescent
changes in female Chinook salmon over time, whether these changes impacted ovulation and egg
quality, and whether exposure to an environmental challenge (low water) during senescence
subsequently provoked even stronger state-dependent responses to ultimately impact female
longevity and egg survival. Following an experimental decrease in water availability, I quantified
changes in physical, physiological, and reproductive maternal state, then linked these changes to
subsequent impacts on several performance-, quality- and fitness-related traits. We found that a
low water stressor did indeed exacerbate the senescence-mediated effects of reproduction,
producing changes in maternal state that had downstream effects on egg quality and survival.
Specifically, I found that overall senescence (particularly physical deterioration and plasma
cortisol) normally begins to increase in response to entering fresh water but was delayed until
after ovulation in chronically-stressed females. Our results also confirmed the role of maternal
effects on egg quality, as stress-induced increases in plasma cortisol, regardless of environmental
treatment, resulted in subsequent rises to egg cortisol which negatively impacted offspring
survival. Low water females were found to express lower levels of a key reproductive hormone
(MIS) that peaked both earlier than expected and before controls, which served to lengthen
ovulation windows and potentially provide females with more opportunities to spawn,
maximizing performance and fitness. Understanding the downstream effects of environmentallyinduced maternal stress on reproductive decisions and fitness can provide insight as to how
different individuals or even populations of salmon may respond to changing river conditions.
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CHAPTER 1 – THE CONSEQUENCES OF SENESCENCE ON SOMATIC AND
REPRODUCTIVE STATE

Senescence Across Taxa
Although there are many definitions, senescence can be broadly described as an irreversible
decrease in overall function within an individual over time, producing declines in survival and
reproductive success (Williams & Day, 2003; Carlson et al., 2007). Physiological deterioration
often begins at the cellular level (via telomere shortening, DNA damage, oxidative stress, etc.;
Ricklefs, 2008; Wilson et al., 2014) and becomes more apparent when cellular changes,
combined with systemic breakdowns (e.g., endocrine dysfunction), accumulate to affect whole
organism performance and fitness. While it can sometimes be difficult to assess senescence in
wild populations that are more susceptible to non-age-related deaths (e.g., predation,
competition, food limitations), there is a growing body of evidence to suggest that wild
populations can indeed be senescence-prone (Nussey et al., 2013), with the rate of decline
varying greatly within and between species (Sauer et al., 2021). For example, lampreys, eels, and
Pacific salmon all experience rapid senescence between spawning and death where they show
extreme signs of deterioration (e.g., tissue deterioration, loss of equilibrium; Wilson et al., 2014)
over relatively short periods of time (Patnaik et al., 1994). Studies have also found the expression
of senescent phenotypes in both wild and captive bird populations (e.g., declines in immune
function, fertility, and telomere length), leading to gradual declines in survival and fecundity of
older-lived birds within a particular age cohort (Holmes & Martin, 2009; Vleck et al., 2011).
There have also been cases of negligible senescence found in very long-lived organisms such as
trees and clams, where senescence is extremely gradual or non-detectable thus far (Finch, 1990;
Jones & Vaupel, 2017). Attempts at determining the underlying drivers of inter- and intra-
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species variation in the rates of senescence have examined many factors, including age at
maturity, lifespan, and seasonal fecundity. The diversity in senescent phenotypes across taxa
may therefore be partially explained by differences in life history traits, such as the timing of
reproduction and type of reproductive strategy.

The Effect of Life History on Senescence
While there are several theories as to why senescence varies across taxa, one of the more
commonly accepted is the classic evolutionary theory of senescence developed by Medawar and
Williams, and later formalized by Hamilton (Monaghan et al., 2008; Choi, 2016). According to
this theory, the age at which an individual reaches sexual maturity is an important intrinsic factor
driving the start of senescence (Maklakov & Chapman, 2019), as the strength of selection on
survival weakens after maturation (Lee, 2003; Fabian & Flatt, 2011; Nussey et al., 2013). From a
proximate perspective, several hypotheses have been proposed to explain how age at sexual
maturity impacts senescence. The mutation accumulation hypothesis suggests that deleterious
mutations responsible for late-life senescent phenotypes progressively accumulate in individuals
that manage to reach old age (Fabian & Flatt, 2011; Jones & Vaupel, 2017). The interactions
between accumulated mutations can produce deteriorating effects on organ and system
functioning, progressively diminishing organismal performance and fitness over time. Therefore,
it is usually beneficial to reproduce earlier before senescent somatic declines potentially degrade
gamete quality. Alternatively, the proposed mechanism of antagonistic pleiotropy suggests that
while pleiotropic genes can provide fitness advantages early in life, these same genes have
associated costs to later-life performance (Kirkwood & Rose, 1991; Turan et al., 2019; Maklakov
& Chapman, 2019). Similarly, the disposable soma theory proposes that senescence results
because of trade-offs in resource allocation between somatic maintenance and reproduction
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(Jones & Vaupel, 2017). When limited resources are invested more heavily in reproductive
effort, attempts to prevent or repair somatic damage are much less effective, leading to increases
in the rate of senescence (Nussey et al., 2013; Lemaître et al., 2015).
The trade-off between investing in current reproduction at the cost of future survival,
generated by the timing of senescence based on age at reproductive maturity, is further impacted
by the reproductive strategy of a species. Senescent phenotypes tend to progress more gradually
in iteroparous organisms that can reproduce multiple times throughout their lives (Kindsvater et
al., 2016), as earlier or accelerated senescence may reduce the chances of successfully
reproducing. Conversely, the investment-survival trade-off becomes very evident in organisms
exhibiting semelparity, a reproductive strategy characterized by extreme investment in a single
reproductive season before death (Hautekèete et al., 2008; Kindsvater et al., 2016). With only
one opportunity to pass genes onto the next generation (i.e., maximize fitness), semelparous
organisms devote almost all their resources to reproduction, saving little for survival. For
example, Pacific salmon use 75-95% of their total energy reserves while travelling in fresh water
for the purpose of reproduction, as energy is needed to migrate towards spawning grounds and
for final egg maturation in females (Wilson et al., 2014). When spawning activities are
concluded, adult Pacific salmon are too debilitated to return to the ocean and simply die at the
spawning grounds. Investing energy in somatic maintenance and repair processes is a
maladaptive endeavour in semelparous species since they do not survive past their first
reproductive season. As such, rapid senescence often occurs simultaneously alongside
reproduction, causing adult mortality from a variety of physiological, metabolic, and physical
imbalances, such as increased oxidative stress, decreased resistance to disease, and loss of
homeostasis (Hruska et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2014). While intrinsic factors, such as variation
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in life histories (e.g., sexual maturation and reproductive strategy), can be useful for describing
interspecies differences in senescent phenotypes, they are less effective when trying to examine
intraspecific variability in the rate of senescence. For example, extrinsic factors, such as variation
in an organism’s environmental quality, may also additionally influence the rate of senescence
and therefore help explain inter-individual differences.

The Effect of Environmental Conditions on State and Rate/Timing of Senescence
While most organisms have inherent adaptations that allow them to manage naturally occuring
fluctuations in environmental conditions (e.g., seasonal changes in resource availability),
unpredictable environmental change may test individual physiological tolerances (Wingfield,
2013). With unprecedented increases in the rate of environmental change in recent decades
(Visser, 2008), organisms must adapt and attempt to manage an abundance of stressors
simultaneously. Increased exposure to environmental stressors (e.g., extreme changes in
temperature, water availability, resource accessibility), coupled with an increase in human
activity-related impacts (e.g., deforestation, agriculture, damming), can cause chronic elevations
in circulating glucocorticoids (GCs) (Acevedo-Whitehouse & Duffus, 2009). While short-term
increases in glucocorticoids are adaptive for energy mobilization (Cook et al., 2011), chronic
elevations can produce internal imbalances, potentially causing death through accelerated
senescence (Sapolsky et al., 2000). For example, chronically elevated primary glucocorticoids
(cortisol in fish; corticosterone in birds, reptiles, amphibians, and non-human mammals) can
cause prolonged immunosuppression (Acevedo-Whitehouse & Duffus, 2009), reducing an
organism’s resistance to pathogens and increasing the likelihood of physiological or physical
deterioration (Pickering & Pottinger, 1989; Cook et al., 2011). Weakened immunocompetence
not only creates greater challenges for an individual when confronted with additional stressors,
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but also makes it more difficult to repair senescent damage already caused by elevated GCs
(Olusanya & Zyll de Jong, 2018; Crozier et al., 2019).
Aquatic semelparous species may be particularly susceptible to environmentally-driven
senescent declines in somatic and reproductive function, as they are already subject to rapid postreproductive deterioration and are inhabiting a system that is expected to be quite sensitive to
changing conditions (Adrian et al., 2009; Harrod, 2015). Many semelparous organisms, such as
Pacific salmon, already experience elevated GCs during reproduction and individuals are usually
able to manage these somatic changes while attempting to successfully reproduce. However,
additional environmental stressors, such as reduced water availability, may overwhelm systems
and exacerbate senescent declines, potentially reducing performance and fitness (e.g., lifespan,
egg quality and survival, etc.). Reductions in available water in particular is expected to pose
serious problems for freshwater species as shifting precipitation patterns and human water
demands create shallower rivers that are harder to navigate (Sabater et al., 2018), thus increasing
GCs beyond expected levels. For example, chronic stressors can increase the permeability of the
surface epithelia in fishes, disrupting osmoregulation and damaging internal systems as toxins
accumulate (Bonga, 1997). Stressor-induced osmoregulatory challenges in fishes, coupled with
changes in oxygen carrying capacity, resistance to pathogens and organ failure, decrease the
chances of survival and reproductive success (Bonga, 1997).

Somatic Senescence in Chinook Salmon
Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) are a Pacific salmon species with a complex life
history exhibiting both anadromy (i.e., migrates from the ocean to spawn upstream in fresh
water) and semelparity (i.e., dies shortly after their one and only reproductive season) (Hendry &
Berg, 1999; Carruth et al. 2002; Cooke et al., 2011). During strenuous migratory and
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reproductive activities, Chinook salmon simultaneously undergo rapid senescence (e.g., fin
fraying, organ failure, tissue loss), leading to irreversible reductions in physical and
physiological functioning within individuals at a life history stage where they are attempting to
maximize performance (Morbey et al., 2005). Reproductive maturation triggers initial declines
within individuals while in the oceanic phase of life (Carruth et al., 2002), although conspicuous
senescent declines have yet to be reported prior to entering freshwater. While Chinook salmon
are known to exhibit rapid physiological and somatic declines while migrating up freshwater
streams, the exact timing and initial source of deterioration has yet to be determined. From a
proximate (i.e., mechanistic) perspective, senescence may begin shortly after entering fresh
water due to factors such as reduced feeding and increased stress (Morbey et al., 2005; Storer,
Quinn & Roberts, 2013). For example, Pacific salmon terminate feeding behaviour as they enter
freshwater for both osmoregulatory and reproductive purposes (i.e., to retain ions and to create
more space for developing gametes, respectively) (Gende et al. 2002; Healey et al. 2003; Morbey
et al. 2005) and are exposed to a variety of stressors that were not present while in the ocean
(e.g., rapid changes in water availability, temperature, etc.). In response to this increased
nutritional and environmental stress, cortisol (the primary glucocorticoid in fishes) is released to
increase glucose (energy) mobilization from the liver, providing a source of fuel for
metabolically active cells (Martínez-Porchas et al., 2009). Glucose is produced via the activation
of I) the glycogenolytic pathway which converts stored glycogen into glucose and II) the
gluconeogenic pathway that produces glucose from non-carbohydrate precursors (Isehunwa et
al., 2017). While fasting, glucose is produced and released into circulation primarily through the
gluconeogenic pathway (Isehunwa et al., 2017), placing a higher importance on the noncarbohydrate precursor lactate to support metabolic demands. Chinook salmon gradually deplete
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their energy reserves during their freshwater residency, reducing the proportion of resources
available to maintain internal processes and prevent senescent declines (Morbey et al., 2005).
Moreover, the energetic needs of females often surpass that of males as egg development and
maturation requires greater investment (Neuneker, 2017). Continued exposure to chronic stress
and energy depletion can result in prolonged hyperactivity of the endocrine system, causing high
circulating levels of cortisol (Stratholt et al., 1997, Martínez-Porchas et al., 2009) that have been
linked to senescent-related deaths post-spawning (Carruth et al., 2002; Cook et al., 2011).
Although there is evidence to show cortisol and starvation both play a role in senescent declines,
there may be other important factors of maternal condition to consider, such as reproductive
state.

Reproductive Senescence in Chinook Salmon
A potential, yet little-explored, intrinsic driver of inter-individual variability in senescence rates
is individual variation in breeding phenology (i.e., the timing of ovulation), which can be defined
as the point in time at which a female has begun ovulating her eggs. In Chinook salmon, egg
production occurs in the ocean and is regulated by the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG)
axis, which, when activated, triggers a hormonal cascade responsible for oocyte development,
growth, and eventual ovulation in freshwater streams (Rottmann et al., 1991). Ovulation begins
when environmental stimuli trigger hypothalamic production of gonadotrophin-releasing
hormone (GnRH), which acts on the pituitary to cause the successive release of two major
gonadotrophin hormones (GtH); follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone
(LH) (Rottman et al., 1991; Bhattacharya, 1992; Yaron & Levavi-Sivan, 2011). Elevated FSH
promotes the subsequent rise in estradiol-17B, ultimately prompting the start of vitellogenesis
when maternally-derived nutrients and materials, such as cortisol, are transported into the oocyte
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in preparation for ovulation (Bhattacharya, 1992; Reading et al., 2018). As oviparous organisms,
Chinook salmon produce eggs that undergo embryonic development post-spawning without any
additional parental care (Lubzens et al., 2010). As such, eggs must contain all essential materials
to support growth prior to the time of spawning. Although early exposure to cortisol is vital for
an offspring’s ability to develop normally (Love et al., 2005; Faught et al., 2016), as well as
manage stress and daily energetics, exposure to significantly elevated levels can create serious
disadvantages when in excess (Stratholt et al., 1997; Taylor et al., 2016). Previous studies have
shown that females exposed to stressful environmental conditions during oogenesis have higher
levels of plasma cortisol that can then be transferred to developing eggs, suggesting maternal
state can directly impact egg quality (Pickering & Pottinger, 1989; Taylor et al., 2016; Sopinka et
al. 2017).
Following vitellogenesis, rising levels of LH provoke the release of maturation-inducing
steroid (MIS) to promote final maturation and ovulation of the oocytes (Bhattacharya, 1992;
Nagahama & Yamashita, 2008). Once ovulated, eggs remain immersed in ovarian fluid within
the coelomic cavity until spawning, which is triggered by environmental or social stimuli in the
wild and manual expression in aquacultural settings. The timing of spawning can be a critical
factor in reproductive success, as prolonged egg retention in the coelomic cavity has been linked
to reduced offspring survival (Aegerter & Jalabert, 2004). Since maternal state has already been
shown to influence egg quality pre- and post-ovulation via the HPG axis (Pankhurst & Munday,
2011), it seems likely that increases in maternal senescence (both physically and physiologically)
would cause additional decreases in egg viability. Stressed fishes have been shown to exhibit
elevated levels of plasma cortisol that has been linked to tissue deterioration and disruption of
internal processes, such as endocrine and homeostatic functions (Martínez-Porchas et al., 2009).
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Highly senesced females should therefore exhibit very high cortisol levels (Carruth er al., 2002)
as their bodies experience more severe forms of deterioration (see above) and when coupled with
a challenging environmental condition, should result in a greater proportion of lower quality (i.e.,
non-viable) eggs compared to females in a better state or not faced with additional environmental
stressors. While we generally assume that changes in overall maternal state prior to egg laying
can impact egg quality (see Sopinka et al. 2017), little work has been done to confirm these
linkages. Even less is known about how variation in the timing or rate of senescence specifically
impacts maternal processes over time (such as endocrine function) to effect egg quality,
performance and fitness (Hayward et al., 2015) and whether additional environmental stressors
can exacerbate this situation.

Thesis Objectives
The overall goal of my thesis was to examine fine-scale senescent changes in female Chinook
salmon over time, whether these changes impacted ovulation and egg quality, and whether
exposure to an environmental challenge during senescence subsequently provoked even stronger
state-dependent responses in female and egg to ultimately impact female longevity and egg
survival. To examine these questions, I combined an experimental decrease in water availability
with a repeated-measures (within-female) sampling approach to measure inter- and intra-female
senescent changes in external and internal metrics over time related to physiology (i.e., blood
glucose, blood lactate, plasma cortisol, hematocrit, leucocrit), and their subsequent impacts on
reproduction (i.e., plasma MIS, egg quality), performance (i.e., period of time to ovulate/spawn
eggs) and fitness (i.e., egg survival, timing of maternal death.) in both treatment and control
groups. In Chapter 2, my first objective was to examine changes in maternal state to determine
whether senescent phenotypes (both physical and physiological) differed for females exposed to
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a lower water stressor. To assess progressive changes in maternal state during freshwater
residency, each mature female was sampled every 4 days, which included: the collection of
blood samples to assess internal deterioration via changes in physiology (blood glucose, blood
lactate, plasma cortisol, hematocrit, leucocrit) and reproductive status (plasma MIS);
photographing the body to quantify physical deterioration; and manually expressing eggs to
determine ovulation phenology/date. My second objective was to assess how individually
specific changes in maternal state in response to the low water treatment affected key
performance-, quality- and fitness-related traits. Specifically, I examined how female x water
treatment interaction impacted: the timing of ovulation (i.e., the first day a female expresses
eggs); changes in egg quality across reproduction (i.e., size and cortisol content); changes in egg
viability across reproduction (i.e., the proportion of eggs that successfully reach the eyed stage
from each collection period); ovulation window (i.e., the time from when a female starts
expressing eggs to when she’s spawned out); and maternal lifespan (i.e., the time between
entering fresh water and eventual death). Overall, the results of my thesis aim to assess whether
individually specific responses to environmental challenges induced changes to maternal
physiology and senescence, and whether these changes have the potential to impact the breeding
success of Chinook salmon as they face an increasingly stressful world.
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CHAPTER 2 – AN ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE INCREASES THE
SENESCENCE-MEDIATED COSTS OF REPRODUCTION IN FEMALE CHINOOK
SALMON

Introduction
Reproduction is arguably one of the most energetically demanding life-history stages for most
living organisms (Mustonen et al., 2002; McBride et al., 2015). During this time, individuals
must allocate energy directly towards sexual maturation (e.g., the development of reproductive
organs and gametes) while also investing heavily in metabolically costly secondary processes
(e.g., behavioural, physiological, and morphological changes) that are essential for successful
reproduction (fish: Jennings & Philipp, 1992; birds: Wiersma et al., 2004; mammals: Glazier,
1999). Migratory species that undergo large-scale movements in search of suitable breeding
grounds can face additional challenges during reproduction, such as changes in resource
availability, weather conditions, and thermoregulation, that further exhaust energetic recourses
(Araújo et al., 2013). As such, individuals of migratory species must manage competing somatic
and reproductive demands carefully to optimize investment decisions that ultimately maximize
fitness (Bêty et al., 2003; Hennin et al., 2016). Fish in particular show a large diversity of
migratory strategies that generate a range of unique ecological challenges (Araújo et al., 2013).
Anadromous migrations in which fish migrate upriver from the sea to spawn in fresh water may
evoke stronger stress responses than other types of fish migration as individuals must
physiologically adapt to substantial changes in water salinity and nutritional stress (since they
cease feeding while in fresh water). Management of energetic status throughout freshwater
residency is especially important for anadromous semelparous fish species that only have one
reproductive season in their lifetime. Unlike iteroparous anadromous species that breed multiple
times throughout their life, semelparous species experience post-spawning mortality and expend
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the vast majority of their available resources on reproduction, giving them the opportunity to
spawn thousands of gametes at once (Tyler & Sumpter, 1996). In this case, the benefits of
current reproduction (e.g., higher fecundity, larger gametes) outweigh the costs of adult mortality
as negative selection pressure is placed on future reproduction (Hutchings, 1994; Hautekèete et
al., 2008). This semelparous strategy of reproducing once, then dying shortly after, allows for
only one opportunity to maximize fitness (Sopinka et al., 2014), but comes with somatic costs in
the form of senescent declines. Senescence is irreversible physiological and physical
deterioration (e.g., increased susceptibility to disease, stress, ionoregulation dysfunction, tissue
loss, etc.), leading to decreases in fecundity and survival probability over time (Carlson et al.,
2007; Hruska et al., 2010). While many iteroparous species face senescence later in life once
reproductive investment has largely declined (Hautekèete et al., 2008), Pacific salmon are an
extreme example of semelparity as they show pronounced and ongoing senescence (e.g., show
tissue loss, loss of systemic physiological function, organ failure) while they are undergoing
migration and subsequent reproduction. Individuals within these species that fail to efficiently
manage investment of their limited energy resources may experience reduced fecundity or even
higher chances of pre-spawn mortality, both impacting fitness (Neuneker, 2017). Moreover,
these unique and simultaneous challenges may impair their ability to manage additional
environmental stressors (Olusanya & van Zyll de Jong, 2018).
Although migration and spawning while senescing is already a significant challenge to
fitness in semelparous salmonids, climate change is expected to create additional stressors for
anadromous fishes that may increase the extrinsic costs of migration (Fenkes et al., 2016).
Climate-driven changes in the hydrological cycle (via increased rates of evaporation,
transpiration, sublimation, etc.), in combination with an increase in human activity (via drainage
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of wetlands, construction of dams, groundwater exploitation, etc.; Sabater et al., 2018), can
severely reduce water availability in freshwater systems. Several long-term studies have revealed
dramatic declines in summer flows in many North American rivers (Dierauer et al., 2018;
Overpeck & Udall, 2020), with some reporting steady declines since 1975 (EPA report). On
average, 76% of migratory freshwater fish species have declined globally since 1970 (Deinet et
al., 2020), while they are at risk for further climate-driven reductions in water level. Pacific
salmon have complex life histories with both marine and freshwater life stages, where juveniles
migrate from fresh water out into the ocean to spend up to 7 years accumulating somatic biomass
before environmental cues trigger homeward migration back to their natal streams for breeding
where they spawn and then die (Montgomery et al., 1996; Gende et al., 2002). Since Pacific
salmon rely heavily on rivers for reproduction, they may be especially vulnerable to the stressors
(e.g., increased exposure to predators, inter/intra-specific competition, physical barriers, disease,
injury) accompanying energetically demanding changes in river morphology and flow velocity
(Crozier et al., 2019). Species such as Chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha) are already in rapid
decline across their range in North America, with most populations listed as endangered or
threatened (Gende et al., 2002; Schoen et al., 2017), and direct and indirect effects of climate
change have been implicated in many of these declines (Mantua et al., 2010; Isaak et al., 2012;
COSEWIC, 2018). As an anadromous semelparous species, Chinook salmon may have a higher
than predicted difficulty in adapting to changing water conditions (see above). As such, the
introduction of additional challenges may deplete endogenous energy reserves at a faster rate,
especially in females that require sizeable lipid stores to produce high quality eggs (Neuneker,
2017). These higher energetic demands can potentially have a negative effect on maternal
physiology (e.g., via increases in glucocorticoids) and egg maturation or survival (e.g., via
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changes in hormone deposition). To better understand how Chinook salmon populations will
respond to the presence of additional environmental stressors, we need to determine how
environmental change affects maternal state throughout the freshwater residency and spawning
period to ultimately appreciate how potential changes may affect the rate of maternal senescence,
reproductive investment decisions and subsequent impacts on offspring survival. However, while
we have a general understanding of some overall physiological trends (e.g., cortisol increases
over time; Cook et al., 2011), little research has focused on examining the finer-scale changes in
individual maternal state (e.g., precise timing of cortisol increase) throughout a female’s
senescent period and whether additional environmental challenges can increase the senescencemediated costs of reproduction. We therefore know even less about how these environmental
impacts on changes in maternal state affect downstream impacts on egg quality (e.g., egg
cortisol) and therefore offspring survival (Sopinka et al. 2017).
I used a repeated measures sampling approach in Chinook salmon to examine whether an
experimental low water treatment accelerated the rate of external (physical) and internal
(physiological and reproductive) decline in maternal state and the resultant impact on egg
quality, female longevity in fresh water and egg survival. Every four days following placement
of mature females into freshwater spawning troughs I: collected blood samples to assess
energetic and immune physiology; took photographs to quantify physical deterioration, and
manually expressed females to collect ovulated eggs. I quantified the degree of external
senescence within and across females over time using an external senescence scoring system
based on the combined presence or absence of multiple signs of physical tissue degradation and
damage from high resolution photos. I quantified the degree of internal senescence using
repeated blood sampling across the senescent period to assess a suite of physiological markers
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related to energetic and environmental stress. To examine the impact of the experimental water
reduction on female state, I first examined how the treatment impacted internal and external
senescence metrics. Based on the expected impact of an additional environmental stressor on
maternal state, I predicted that both external and internal state would decline more rapidly in the
low water fish. I then examined whether water treatment-mediated changes in a female’s state
impacted reproductive investment decisions by examining treatment-based changes in egg
quality (cortisol, size) across reproduction and possible impacts on a female’s ovulation window
(i.e., the time a female first ovulates eggs to the time she is ‘spawned out’). Given that maternal
environment has been shown to affect offspring development via exposure to maternal stress
(Sopinka et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2016; Sheriff et al., 2017), I expected low water females to
ovulate eggs of poorer quality (i.e., higher cortisol content) and to perform worse with shorter
ovulation windows in response to rapid senescence. I then examined how treatment-induced
changes to a mother’s state impacted her fitness by examining treatment-based changes in egg
viability across reproduction (i.e., number of eggs that successfully reach the eyed stage) and
maternal freshwater lifespan (i.e., the time between entering fresh water and eventual death).
Since elevated maternal stress and cortisol exposure is thought to negatively impact early
offspring survival (Warriner et al., 2020A), I predicted that a larger proportion of eggs ovulated
by low water females would be inviable with earlier and quicker maternal deaths further
reducing reproductive success. Finally, to determine whether maternal traits prior to migration
and during ovulation can be used to predict inter-individual differences in eventual breeding
decisions and performance, I examined whether maternal characteristics assessed in salt water
and during the peak of ovulation could reliably predict downstream changes in performance and
fitness. Given that higher quality females (e.g., those with slower senescent declines) should out-
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perform others, I expected larger females (i.e., those with more energetic stores) and those with
minimal internal senescence when in the ocean to have better performance and fitness outcomes.
Moreover, I expected females that could manage their energetics best to slow the rate of
senescence while in fresh water and up until the time of ovulation to live long enough to spawn
eggs over a longer period of time. By quantifying how and why the downstream effects of
environmentally-induced maternal stress affect reproductive decisions and fitness we can provide
insight as to how different individuals or even populations of salmon may respond to changing
river conditions.

Methods
Study System
All Chinook salmon used in this study were reared at Yellow Island Aquaculture Ltd. (YIAL), a
small-scale organic aquaculture facility on Quadra Island, British Columbia [Lat - N 50° 7′
59.124“, Long - W 125° 19’ 51.834”]. Chinook salmon husbandry at YIAL began in 1985 with
gametes collected from wild populations in Robertson Creek and Big Qualicum hatcheries on
Vancouver Island, British Columbia (Lehnert et al., 2014). These wild populations of Chinook
salmon migrate in early fall where they travel relatively short distances (roughly 10 km
compared to 1000 km journeys of other populations) upstream to their spawning grounds.
Fertilized eggs of domestic Chinook salmon (see Semeniuk et al., 2019 for standard rearing
practices) were reared in fresh water until fish were 9 months post fertilization (mpf), at which
point they were transferred to offshore ocean pens while they matured in salt water at the age of
48-49 mpf; 4-5 years.
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Experimental Design and Sample Collection
In late Autumn 2019 (Oct 26-28), two net pens were seined to reduce (but not restrict) fish
movement, and 72 reproductively mature females (n=45) were carefully removed one at a time
to collect baseline maternal state metrics. Fish were chosen based on colour, as females turn
from silver to brown when they are ready to spawn. Following netting, each individual fish was
carefully handled using electro-immobilization gloves (10-15V; Ward et al., 2017) and received
a constant flow of water over the gills to reduce handling stress. Upon removal from saltwater
(n=24 each day over a 3-day period), each female was immediately (see below) blood sampled
via caudal puncture (removing approximately 1mL of whole blood). Blood was collected within
the first three minutes of capture to ensure accurate baseline measurements and total sampling
time was recorded from the moment a fish was removed from the ocean until the time they were
placed in the recovery tank (mean ± SE: 2.81 ± 0.09 min, range: 0.60-7.08 min). Blood glucose
(mean ± SE: 6 ± 0.34 mmol/L, range: 1-16.6 mmol/L) and lactate (mean ± SE: 7.07 ± 0.38 mM,
range: 0.7-19.5 mM) levels were determined on site using point-of-care meters (Dick et al.,
2018). Fish were then tagged with two different types of individually identifiable tags: I)
uniquely coloured Floy T-Bar anchor tags inserted below the dorsal fin and II) radio-frequency
identification (RFID) tags inserted subcutaneously into the lateral side. Baseline external
maternal state (i.e., the presence or absence of physical senescence) was then recorded by
photographing the left and right side of each female removed from salt water. Fish recovered in
oxygenated 650L haulers before being transported from ocean-rearing facilities to a nearby
freshwater hatchery site. We recorded total body mass (mean ± SE: 3.61 ± 0.15 kg, range: 2.205.94 kg) for each fish using a digital balance prior to being transferred to one of four identical,
outdoor, stainless steel freshwater troughs (2.5 m3 total volume) containing a constant inflow of
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cold, highly oxygenated fresh water. Fish were randomly assigned to one of two water treatments
(with two replicate troughs per treatment): I) a control condition with a normal water depth (i.e.,
trough fully filled with water), or II) a low water treatment with significantly reduced water
depth to simulate possible low flow conditions (~30 cm water depth). After placement in the
troughs, individual fish were repeatedly blood sampled, photographed, and manually expressed
for eggs every 4th day after their transfer into fresh water, until their natural death to determine
changes in physical, energetic, and reproductive maternal state. Ovulated eggs that were expelled
through the vent were collected, fertilized, and raised to the eyed (embryonic) stage at which
point egg survival could be determined by counting the number of dead versus alive eggs. Two
waterproof HOBO MX2200 series data loggers were placed in each trough to record daily
fluctuations in water temperature and dissolved oxygen (DO) was measured once every week
with a portable DO meter.

Collecting and Processing Blood Samples
Repeated blood sampling allowed us to examine fine-scale changes in physiology throughout a
female’s reproductive period. Blood was taken from the caudal vein (using heparinized, 1mL 23gauge syringes with inch and a half (3.81 cm) needles) within 3 minutes of capture to ensure
baseline cortisol levels were obtained. Blood samples were transferred from the syringe into
heparinized microcentrifuge and microcapillary tubes, and then placed on ice until processing
later the same day (within 14 hours of collection). Microcentrifuge tubes and microcapillary
tubes were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 15 mins, at which time a plasma aliquot from the
microcentrifuge tube was taken and stored temporarily at -20 °C. All blood samples were
shipped from the field site to the laboratory in a dry nitrogen shipper then stored permanently at 80 °C until cortisol and MIS analysis.
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Quantifying External State – Senescence Scale
Digital photographs of the left and right side of each fish were used to compare the rate of
senescence intra- and inter-individually. We took photographs of every female beginning at the
saltwater removal stage and then across the senescent period in fresh water to categorize
senescence according to an 8-point scale developed based on the presence or absence of external
markers of senescence (i.e., white patches, fin fraying, loss of tissue, etc.). Photos from each
collection period (every 4 days) were independently scored by 2 researchers into one of the 8
categories, with a score of zero representing a brown, non-senesced fish (i.e., absolutely no white
patches, no fin fraying, no loss of tissue), and a score of 7 representing a nearly dead, fully
senesced fish (i.e., completely covered in white patches, loss of tissue on fins and body, muscle
exposure, ocular damage) (Figure 2.1).

Quantifying Internal State – Blood Physiology
Freshwater migration and spawning are metabolically demanding since individuals must not only
invest energy in somatic maintenance (i.e., to stay alive long enough for breeding), but also in
reproductive investment (i.e., to mature and ovulate viable eggs). As such, we measured a suite
of physiological traits which should increase throughout freshwater migration in Pacific salmon
in response to stress and higher energetic demands (Cook et al., 2011). Glucose is an essential
substrate for creating ATP and can increase in the blood in response to elevated cortisol.
Although glucose is the primary and preferred source of energy for cells, lactate’s importance as
fuel increases during periods of exercise and starvation; (Berg et al., 2002) when at least 80% of
circulating lactate levels are used by active cells to ultimately form more ATP (Brooks, 2018).
Glucose and lactate were both measured on-site from whole blood using handheld point-of-care
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meters (Cooke et al., 2006). During this time, whole blood was also transferred to microcapillary
tubes which after centrifugation were examined under a dissecting microscope to quantify the
proportion of packed red and white blood cells (hematocrit and leucocrit, respectively) which
provide an indicator of oxygen carrying capacity and general immune function, respectively
(Muñoz et al., 2018). Digital calipers were used to measure the lengths (in mm) of the packed red
blood cell volume, the intermediate white blood cell layer, and the total blood volume, with each
measurement conducted twice to generate an average value. Hematocrit was calculated as the
proportion of red blood cell volume to the total blood volume and leucocrit was calculated as the
proportion of the buffy layer (white layer appearing after centrifugation that contains white blood
cells and platelets) to the total blood volume. Plasma cortisol levels of females were quantified
using a cortisol enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay after extraction with diethyl ether (ELISA
Cortisol Kit: Cayman Chemical; Capelle, 2017). Intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation
were 5.4% and 18.1%, respectively.
Quantifying Reproductive State – Maturation Inducing Steroid
To quantify a female’s reproductive state, we measured circulating levels of maturation-inducing
steroid (MIS) levels in maternal plasma as MIS is expected to increase prior to ovulation and
decrease post-ovulation (Currier, 2021), and as such could be used to approximate the timing of
ovulation. We measured plasma MIS via an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay specific to
salmonid MIS (ELISA Kit: Cayman Chemical; Butts et al., 2012). Intra- and inter-assay
coefficients of variation were 7.4% and 13.3%, respectively. To further quantify timing of
ovulation, the date at which a female was first capable of expressing eggs via manual expression
was also considered and used alongside MIS data to establish an ovulation date. Ovaries were
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also examined post-death to confirm whether a female had spawned all her eggs, or still had a
proportion that remained unovulated, verifying her reproductive status.

Quantifying Egg Quality
To examine the impact of maternal state on egg quality at each sampling timepoint, we measured
egg cortisol and egg size as these traits are known to be highly influenced by maternal condition
and have the potential to impact offspring phenotype in salmonids (Heath et al. 2003; Sopinka et
al. 2017). Following the collection of eggs at each sampling period, egg mass was measured (to
the nearest 0.01 g and without ovarian fluid) by weighing ten eggs three times. Dividing the
weight of each replicate by ten and then taking the average of those numbers for all three
replicates provided individual egg mass (mean per egg ± SE: 0.25 ± 0.0055 g, range: 0.17-0.36
g). Weighed eggs were then stored in 8 mL O-ring tubes and frozen at -80 C for cortisol
analysis to examine changes in egg cortisol throughout the reproductive period. Egg cortisol
levels were determined by homogenizing three eggs from a given sample, diethyl ether
extracting the resulting solution twice, and measuring the cortisol level of the rehydrated extract
using the same enzyme immunoassays as with plasma samples (ELISA Cortisol Kit: Cayman
Chemical; Capelle et al. 2017; Warriner et al. 2020B). Intra- and inter-assay coefficients of
variation were 4.3% and 12.5%, respectively.

Quantifying Egg Survival
To assess within and between-female changes in egg viability across the senescent period, a
portion of the expressed eggs from a given female collected at each sampling period were
fertilized. Using a set of eggs placed in a dry, clean container, we first added 10 drops (~1 mL)
of milt pooled from 4-8 males (with the same group of males being used across all fertilizations,
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and freshly collected milt used each time), and then added approximately 150 mL of cold fresh
water. After waiting 2 minutes for fertilization to take place, eggs were washed three times with
hatchery fresh water and placed in a flow-through, vertical-stack incubator. Eggs from each
female at each collection timepoint were incubated within the same tray in two replicated cells.
Egg survival was quantified once the eggs reached the eyed (embryonic) stage by counting the
number of dead eggs at two different periods of time and then calculating the overall survival
based on a cell’s starting egg numbers.

Statistical Analyses
All analyses were completed using R version 3.6.3. Graphical inspection was used as a means of
assessing model assumptions of homogeneity (i.e., residuals versus fitted values plot) and
normality (i.e., histograms and quantile-quantile plots of the residuals). Variables were log
transformed when necessary to achieve normality, with log10 of plasma cortisol and MIS present
in all relevant models to improve scaling. Variance inflation factors were examined to test for
multicollinearity and were kept below 5 for each model, suggesting little correlation between
predictors. Question-specific analyses that built on one another in complexity were based on our
original and hierarchical set of research questions and associated hypotheses/predictions (see
Introduction).

Description of Traits Used in Analyses
Days from ovulation was defined as the time before and after ovulation that a given event took
place, with ovulation being denoted as time ‘0’. As such, the days between entry into fresh water
and the day of ovulation generated negative values (e.g., -1 representing one day before
ovulation) and the days after ovulation generated positive values (e.g., +1 representing one day
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after ovulation). Similarly, a female’s death date was denoted as time ‘0’ with days until death
referring to the number of days (all negative values) leading up to a female’s death (e.g., -3
representing three days before death). The ovulation window was defined as the period of time
from when a female initially expressed eggs until the time she stopped expressing eggs (i.e.,
‘spawned out’) or died.

Controlling for Variation in Female Size
Numerous studies have provided evidence for the effects of female body size on egg size and
fecundity, with larger females generally producing more eggs of larger size (Tyler & Sumpter,
1996; Barneche et al., 2018). To control for the influence of body size, we therefore measured
standard length (i.e., the length from the tip of the snout to the base of the caudal fin) for all
individual females. Using ImageJ, we took measurements of the left and right side in triplicate
from photos taken at the beginning of sampling (i.e., first removal from salt water) and at the
time of death for each female. A total average length was obtained by averaging the triplicate
length measurements of both the left and right side of a female.

Variation in Dissolved Oxygen and Water Temperature
We performed a linear mixed model (LMM) using the ImerTest package and fit with ML
estimation to assess variation in dissolved oxygen (mg/L) concentration over time in freshwater
troughs. Main effects included female density, water temperature, and treatment, with trough
added as a random effect. A linear mixed model (LMM) was also performed to assess
differences in water temperature within the troughs, with treatment added as a main effect and
trough added as a random effect.
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Treatment Effects on Physical and Energetic State
We performed a linear mixed model (LMM) using the ImerTest package and fit with ML
estimation to assess the impact of the lower water treatment on a female’s external (i.e.,
senescence score) state. We included the variables treatment, days in fresh water, and days from
ovulation as main effects, along with the interactions of treatment x days in fresh water and
treatment x days from ovulation, with female ID, female density, and trough included as random
effects. While correlated, ‘days in fresh water’ and ‘days from ovulation’ were both included in
the models as they each provide different and useful information. The time a female spends in
fresh water is expected to be an important external driver for the rate of senescence since
Chinook senesce over the course of their freshwater journey. As such, we predicted that as time
in fresh water progressed, females would exhibit greater and greater external and internal
senescence. Since the timing of ovulation is expected to be an important internal driver for the
rate of senescence, we expected females to delay senescent declines until after ovulation in
attempts to prevent declines in egg quality. Moreover, previous research suggests that the timing
of ovulation is a critical point for increases in plasma cortisol (Currier, 2021), which may lead to
rapid increases in senescence. We performed a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) to
assess the impact of the low water treatment on energetic physiology traits as a whole (i.e.,
simultaneously). Plasma cortisol, blood glucose, blood lactate, hematocrit proportion and
leucocrit proportion were all transformed for normality (using Box-Cox transformations in JMP)
and standardized before being loaded into the MANOVA as dependent variables. Treatment,
trough, female ID, and female density were all included as independent fixed variables. Wilks’
lambda, a widely used test statistic for the MANOVA, was used to test whether there are
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significant differences between the two water treatments across all dependent variables
simultaneously.

Freshwater Predictors of Variation in Reproductive Decisions and Egg Quality
We used linear mixed models (LMM) using the ImerTest package with ML estimation when
predicting variation in ovulation time (i.e., MIS levels) and egg quality (i.e., egg cortisol and egg
mass). Female ID, female density, and trough were all included as random effects in each broad
model. We included the variables treatment, days in fresh water squared, and days from
ovulation squared as main effects in the MIS model. Both ‘days in fresh water’ and ‘days from
ovulation’ were squared in the MIS model as previous literature suggests MIS should increase
and reach a peak, then decrease in both cases (i.e., forming a quadratic relationship) (Slater et al.,
1994; Hruska et al., 2010). The main effects included in the broad egg cortisol model were
treatment, days until death, senescence score, log10 of plasma cortisol, hematocrit proportion,
leucocrit proportion, glucose, lactate, log10 of MIS, and egg mass. Egg mass was included in the
egg cortisol model as previous work has shown that cortisol content can vary between eggs of
different sizes, with smaller eggs containing greater amounts of cortisol than larger eggs (i.e.,
suggesting a correlation between egg mass and egg cortisol; Stratholt et al., 1997; Capelle et al.,
2017). Lastly, for the model predicting variation in egg mass we included treatment, days from
ovulation, days until death, log10 of plasma cortisol, and log10 of MIS as main effects, with a
treatment x days until death interaction.

Freshwater Predictors of Egg Survival and the Timing of Maternal Death
The buildBinary function in the fullfact package (Houde & Pitcher, 2016) was used in the
freshwater egg survival model to create a data set in which eggs were assigned a value of 1 when
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alive or 0 when dead. The egg survival model was then tested using a binomial distribution
GLMM with logit link. The across-female repeated measures GLMM broad egg survival model
included female ID, trough, stack and tray combined into one factor, and incubation-cell
placement nested in incubation-tray identity in the stack as random effects. Female density was
excluded as a random effect as its presence produced converge errors that over-inflated the
model. We included treatment, days until death, days from ovulation, log10 of egg cortisol, and
log10 of egg mass as main effects, with treatment and log10 of egg cortisol included as an
interaction. We used a linear mixed model (LMM) using the ImerTest package with ML
estimation when predicting variation in maternal death rate. To predict days until death, we
included treatment, senescence score, log10 of plasma cortisol, hematocrit proportion, leucocrit
proportion, glucose, lactate, and log10 of MIS as main effects, with female ID, female density,
and trough added as random effects.

Saltwater and Ovulation Day Predictors of Maternal Performance and Fitness
Linear mixed models (LMM) using the ImerTest package with ML estimation were performed to
examine whether variation in performance and fitness traits between females can be predicted
according to maternal state at ovulation and whether this variation can be predicted even further
back before females enter freshwater. While ‘trough’ was included as a random effect in all
models, female density was excluded as its presence produced converge errors that over-inflated
the model. The main effects for the saltwater models included treatment, average body length,
seapen senescence score (which the model omitted since all females had a score of zero while in
the ocean), log10 of seapen cortisol, seapen hematocrit proportion, seapen leucocrit proportion,
seapen glucose, seapen lactate, and log10 of seapen MIS, with treatment x log10 of seapen cortisol
treatment x log10 of seapen MIS interactions. To predict ovulation window based on a female’s
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state at the time of ovulation, we included average body length, log10 of ovulation cortisol,
ovulation senescence score, ovulation hematocrit proportion, ovulation leucocrit proportion,
ovulation glucose, ovulation lactate, and log10 of ovulation MIS as main effects, with treatment x
log10 of ovulation cortisol and treatment x log10 of ovulation MIS interactions. To predict
maternal lifespan based on maternal state in salt water, we included treatment, average body
length, seapen senescence score (which the model omitted since all females had a score of zero
while in the ocean), log10 of seapen cortisol, seapen hematocrit proportion, seapen leucocrit
proportion, seapen glucose, seapen lactate, log10 of seapen MIS, and a treatment x log10 of
seapen MIS interaction. Similarly, to predict maternal lifespan based on a female’s state at the
time of ovulation, we included the variables treatment, average body length, log10 of ovulation
cortisol, ovulation senescence score, ovulation hematocrit proportion, ovulation leucocrit
proportion, ovulation glucose, ovulation lactate with treatment x log10 of ovulation MIS, and
treatment x log10 of ovulation MIS interactions.

Model Selection
For all linear mixed-effect models, we also used the Akaike Information Criterion corrected for
small sample size (AICc) as a means of helping to confirm the most appropriate final model(s)
following significance testing. Each analysis contained i) a null model (no main effects), ii) a
base model (main effects only), iii) a model including the treatment effect without interactions
(base + treatment), iv) a model including the treatment effect with two treatment-based
interactions (base + treatment + treatment x relevant main effect interactions), and v) a model
including the treatment effect with one treatment-based interaction (i.e., if only one of the
interactions remained significant following backward elimination). Models were primarily
chosen based on significance testing, with AICc analysis used for additional interpretation where
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possible. In the cases of model uncertainty when ΔAICc’s were lower than two and therefore
considered equivalent (Burnham & Anderson, 2002), models with largest Akaike weight (i.e.,
the likelihood that a given model is the best approximating model to describe the data out of the
full candidate set of models being considered), and lowest ΔAICc value (i.e., the difference
between the AICc value of the best model and the AICc value of each consecutive model) were
more heavily considered (Burnham & Anderson, 2002; Symonds & Moussalli, 2011; Madliger et
al., 2015).

Breakpoint Analyses
Breakpoint analyses were conducted to examine significant positive or negative changes in
predictor variable trends (Hennin et al., 2015), particularly when plotted against ‘days from
ovulation’. Ovulation is thought to be a critical point during a female’s reproductive period when
changes to maternal physiology and reproductive investment (i.e., plasma cortisol and egg
cortisol concentrations, respectively) become more clearly discernible (Currier, 2021). Detecting
where and when breakpoints occur relative to the timing of ovulation will therefore be useful in
determining how ovulation impacts overall maternal state. Even though they are not visible on
the linear regression plots, breakpoints are still present and were determined (then later
confirmed statistically) by examining changes in raw data plot trends.

Results
Variation in Dissolved Oxygen and Water Temperature
A summary of the environmental stressor models can be found in table 2.1. Based on
significance testing, female density and treatment both significantly impacted the concentration
of dissolved oxygen in fresh water (Table 2.2). Both predictors also shared a negative
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relationship with dissolved oxygen, indicating lower levels of dissolved oxygen when female
density was higher and during low water conditions, with the low water treatment having lower
DO (mean ± SE: 9.82 ± 0.16 mg/L, range: 9.13-10.5 mg/L) than the control condition (mean ±
SE: 10.61 ± 0.14 mg/L, range: 10-11.13 mg/L) on average (Figure 2.2). Further follow up with
AIC confirmed this model to be the most representative of the data (Table 2.3). However, water
temperature analysis indicated no significant difference between the treatments (Table 2.4).

The Effect of Treatment on Physical State and Energetic State
A summary of the models for maternal state can be found in table 2.5. Based on significance
testing, our initial results suggested that the treatment x days from ovulation and treatment x days
in fresh water interactions significantly impacted the rate of physical senescence in Chinook
salmon (Table 2.6; Figure 2.3). Although follow up with AIC analysis revealed equally possible
parsimonious models, the model containing two interactions was nevertheless found to be
strongest, supporting results from the significance testing (Table 2.7). While physical state (i.e.,
senescence score) remained relatively constant over time in control females, females in the low
water treatment initially experienced lower levels of physical deterioration up until ovulation, at
which point changes in senescent phenotypes started to emerge more strongly in treatment
females (breakpoint values for low water females: -3.0 ± 1.7 and 8.0 ± 1.3 days from ovulation;
no estimated breakpoints for controls; Figure 2.3A). Physical senescence began immediately
upon entry into fresh water for both control and low water females, with control females
experiencing significant increases before low water females (breakpoint values for controls: 0.6
± 1.4 and 8.4 ± 1.9 days in fresh water; low water: 11.0 ± 0.3 and 12.5 ± 0.5 days in fresh water;
Figure 2.3B). Examining the treatment x days in fresh water interaction revealed that low water
treatment females experienced higher rates of senescence upon initial entry into fresh water,
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although levels of senescence in control females eventually surpassed those in the low water
condition during prolonged freshwater residency (Figure 2.3B).
In terms of internal state, our MANOVA revealed significant treatment-dependent
differences in energetic physiology (i.e., plasma cortisol, blood glucose, blood lactate, hematocrit
proportion and leucocrit proportion), with additional impacts of female ID, female density, and
trough ID (Table 2.8). Specifically, females in the low water treatment had significantly higher
plasma cortisol, glucose, leucocrit and lactate levels on average, while female ID (individual
differences), female density, and trough all significantly predicted variation in plasma cortisol,
lactate, and hematocrit responses (Table 2.9). The treatment effects on plasma cortisol and
glucose were more closely examined as they shared the strongest significant relationship with
treatment. Based on significance testing, our initial results suggested that the treatment x days
from ovulation interaction significantly impacted plasma cortisol levels in Chinook salmon
(Table 2.10; Figure 2.4). Follow up with AIC analysis revealed the models with two and one
interactions to be equally parsimonious (Table 2.11), partially supporting results from the
significance testing. While plasma cortisol rose very steadily in control females, females in the
low water treatment initially experienced lower levels of plasma cortisol until a few days before
ovulation, with significant increases occuring around the same time for all females (breakpoint
values for controls: -4.8 ± 4.0, 2.5 ± 2.4 and 11.9 ± 0.7 days from ovulation; low water: -5.0 ±
1.7, 3.9 ± 0.9 and 6.6 ± 1.8 days from ovulation; Figure 2.4A). Plasma cortisol began increasing
immediately upon entry into fresh water for both control and low water females, with low water
females experiencing significant increases before control females (breakpoint values for controls:
5.0 ± 3.5 and 7.7 ± 2.7 days in fresh water; low water: 3.1 ± 1.8 and 12.0 ± 2.8 days in fresh
water; Figure 2.4B). Based on significance testing, our results suggested that treatment and days
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from ovulation squared both significantly impacted glucose levels in Chinook salmon, with days
in fresh water squared having marginal effects (Table 2.12; Figure 2.5). Follow up with AIC
analysis revealed the model without interactions (fixed effects plus treatment effect) to be
strongest, supporting results from the significance testing (Table 2.13). Variation in glucose was
best explained by a non-linear (inverted U-shaped – hermetic in control conditions; Calabrese,
2004; Calabrese & Mattson, 2017) relationship with days from ovulation, in which glucose
increased steadily until reaching a peak and then decreased over time (Figure 2.5A). Glucose
appeared to reach a peak in control females just prior to ovulation, while the highest peak
occurred in low water females after ovulation. Regardless of environmental condition, glucose
rates declined at similar rates after ovulation (Figure 2.5B) and with increasing days in fresh
water (Figure 2.5C).

Variation in Reproductive Decisions (Ovulation Date and Egg Quality)
A summary of the models describing variation in reproductive decisions can be found in table
2.14. Based on significance testing, our results suggested a negative relationship between plasma
MIS and days from ovulation squared (Table 2.15). Therefore, variation in the timing of
ovulation under normal (control) conditions was best explained by a non-linear (inverted Ushaped - hormetic; Calabrese, 2004; Calabrese & Mattson, 2017) relationship with plasma MIS
levels, in which MIS increased steadily until reaching a peak and then declining until moribund
(Figure 2.6A). Plasma MIS appeared to reach a peak in control females just prior to ovulation,
while peak MIS levels in low water females occurred further back before ovulation and that of
controls. Low water females had significantly less circulating MIS, although declines in MIS
appeared to occur at around the same rate regardless of environmental condition (Figure 2.6B).
Follow up with AIC analysis revealed the base and the base plus treatment models to be equally
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parsimonious (Table 2.16), partially supporting results from the significance testing. Variation in
egg cortisol was largely explained by the main effects, as the addition of treatment and its
interactions did not improve the fit of the model (Table 2.17). Egg cortisol was positively related
to plasma cortisol, with increases in egg cortisol occuring in response to increases in plasma
cortisol (Figure 2.7). Increases in egg cortisol were also negatively related with egg mass,
glucose, and MIS. Follow up with AIC analysis revealed the base model to be strongest (Table
2.18).
Variation in egg mass appeared related to the interaction between treatment and days
until death, and positively related with days from ovulation based on the results from
significance testing (Table 2.19; Figure 2.8). Follow up with AIC analysis revealed the null
model to be strongest (Table 2.20). These results indicated that random variation (i.e., individual
variation) is driving changes in egg mass, potentially suggesting that either individual females in
a given treatment laid eggs of differing sizes across spawning, or that there was treatmentspecific survival of different sized females (which would cause a ‘bias’ in egg size as time
progressed). However, examining inter-female variation in the pattern of egg size variation
across spawning revealed little to no intra-female variation in egg size (Figure 2.9). Instead,
smaller females that spawned smaller eggs expressed their eggs sooner during freshwater
residency with larger females producing larger eggs continuing to spawn later into their
freshwater residency (Figure 2.9).

Variation in Egg Survival and the Timing of Maternal Death
A summary of the models describing variation in egg survival and the timing of maternal death
can be found in table 2.21. Based on results from significance testing, the interaction between
treatment and egg cortisol significantly impacted egg survival in Chinook salmon, with egg
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survival declining more quickly in eggs produced by low water treatment females compared to
controls (Table 2.22; Figure 2.10). Follow up with AIC analysis revealed the base model to be
strongest (Table 2.23). Independent of treatment, larger eggs were also significantly more likely
to survive to the eyed (embryonic) stage (Table 2.22; Figure 2.10). Egg survival was also
negatively related with days from ovulation, indicating that egg survival declines the further a
female is from her time of ovulation (Table 2.22). With regards to the timing of maternal death,
significance testing revealed that while there was no treatment effect or interactions between
main effects and treatment, senescence score (physical senescence), plasma cortisol, MIS and
lactate all contributed to predicting the timing of maternal death (Table 2.24; Figure 2.11).
Specifically, our results indicated that females die more quickly when they have higher
senescence scores, plasma cortisol, and MIS, and likely when they have lower levels of lactate.
As with previous analyses, follow up with AIC analysis revealed the base model to be strongest
(Table 2.25).

Saltwater and Ovulation Day Traits to Predict Variation in Maternal Performance and Fitness
A summary of models describing the variation in maternal performance and fitness can be found
in table 2.26. Based on significance testing, we found that interactions between treatment and
both plasma cortisol and plasma MIS measured within salt water impacted a female’s eventual
ovulation window (Table 2.27; Figure 2.12). Essentially, while saltwater plasma cortisol
appeared to show little relationship with eventual ovulation window in controls females, it
showed a strong positive relationship in low water females (Figure 2.12B). Conversely, while
saltwater plasma MIS appeared to show little relationship with eventual ovulation window in
control females, it showed a strong negative relationship in low water treatment females (Figure
2.12G). However, further follow up with AIC suggested that these interactions may be fairly
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weak in effect given the base model was found to be most strongly supported (Table 2.28). In
addition to the treatment by physiology interactions, average length also significantly predicted
ovulation window, with larger females having more time to ovulate than smaller females (Table
2.27; Figure 2.12A). Based on significance testing, our results suggested that two interactions
with treatment impacted a female’s ovulation window based on traits measured at the peak of
ovulation: the interaction between treatment and both plasma cortisol and MIS at the peak of
ovulation (Table 2.29; Figure 2.13). Specifically, plasma cortisol at ovulation showed a positive
relationship with a female’s ovulation window, whereas senescence score, plasma lactate, and to
some extent MIS at ovulation all showed a negative relationship with ovulation window.
Nevertheless, further follow up with AIC suggested that these interactions may be fairly weak in
effect given the base model was found to be most strongly supported (Table 2.30).
Examining whether variation in maternal lifespan could be predicted as far back as the
ocean, significance testing revealed that neither water treatment nor its interactions with
saltwater traits were reliable predictors of eventual maternal lifespan, although the interaction
between treatment and plasma MIS was marginally significant (Table 2.31; Figure 2.14). Indeed,
variation in female length measured in the ocean was the only strong significant predictor of
maternal lifespan, with larger females living longer once in fresh water (Table 2.31; Figure
2.14A). The AIC analysis results revealed that the base model was the best supported (Table
2.32).
Lastly, in our examination of whether maternal state measured at the peak of ovulation
could predict variation in maternal lifespan in Chinook salmon, significance testing suggested
that the interaction between our water treatment and plasma MIS measured during the peak of
ovulation explained variation in maternal lifespan (Table 2.33; Figure 2.15). Essentially, plasma
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MIS during the peak of ovulation showed little to no relationship with maternal lifespan in
control females, while it showed a positive relationship in low water treatment females (Figure
2.15H). Further follow up with AIC suggested that this interaction may be fairly weak in effect
given the base model was found to be most strongly supported (Table 2.34). As with the
saltwater analysis, average length (not surprisingly as this should be fairly invariable over time)
once again was a strong positive predictor of maternal lifespan, with larger females living longer
than smaller females (Figure 2.15A). Finally, we found a negative relationship between plasma
lactate at the peak of ovulation and maternal lifespan (Table 2.33), indicating that females with
lower levels of circulating lactate at the time of ovulation lived longer in fresh water (Figure
2.15G).

Discussion
Pacific salmon must navigate multiple and increasingly severe environmental stressors during a
time when they must also manage senescence while attempting to successfully spawn viable
eggs. To begin examining how Chinook salmon may respond to changing climatic conditions,
we used a repeated measures (within-female) approach to examine whether a low water stressor
negatively impacted external (physical) and internal (physiological) maternal state. We then
examined how possible downstream changes to maternal state proximately affected important
reproductive decisions such as egg investment and the timing of spawning to ultimately affect
egg survival and maternal lifespan in Chinook salmon. Overall, our repeated-sampling approach
allowed us to examine how fine-scale changes in maternal state interact with a climate stressor to
impact performance and fitness.
Females began showing signs of senescence immediately in response to first entering
fresh water, demonstrating how stressful the transition into fresh water can be for Pacific salmon.
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While the timing of ovulation typically does not predict maternal senescence very well, females
exposed to chronic low water conditions somehow suppressed senescence in the days leading up
to ovulation, with significant increases occuring around the time they began expressing eggs.
After ovulation, external and internal senescent phenotypes appeared at rapid rates in females
exposed to chronic low water stressors, suggesting that an additional environmental challenge
can indeed worsen female state. Changes in maternal state, particularly plasma cortisol, produced
subsequent changes in egg quality and survival. While females exposed to lower water levels had
higher mean plasma cortisol levels compared to controls, there was nonetheless significant
individual variation in responses and only females with the highest cortisol levels transferred
excess cortisol to eggs. Eggs with higher cortisol content were less likely to survive because of
factors such as declining maternal state or increases in plasma cortisol, which resulted from a
combination of changing internal and external traits that accelerated the timing of maternal
death. Maternal state measured prior to spawning (i.e., in salt water and during the peak of
ovulation) predicted performance (ovulation window) and fitness (maternal lifespan), suggesting
the quality of the freshwater environment can interact with maternal phenotypes to impact
eventual performance and fitness. Our demonstration that maternal state can indeed impact early
offspring quality and survival via altered maternal effects supports recent work in salmonids
(Sopinka et al., 2014; Currier 2021), and we have now also discovered that the presence of
additional chronic environmental challenges can exacerbate senescent declines to negatively
impact both adult and offspring survival.

The Impact of Low Water on Maternal State
While all Chinook salmon are expected to exhibit senescence both physically and
physiologically over time, we predicted that chronically stressed females would senesce more
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rapidly in response to an environmental decline in water depth, but also that individual females
may have differential abilities to buffer these environmentally-accelerated senescent declines.
We confirmed that the external (physical) state of low water treatment females declined more
rapidly beginning at the time of ovulation compared to control females even after controlling for
their time in the freshwater environment. While low water females appeared able to resist the
onset of senescent declines more effectively than control females in the days leading up to
ovulation, they nonetheless experienced accelerated losses in physical state thereafter. We expect
these highly senesced females to have an accompanying precipitous decline in strength and
performance, possibly impeding successful spawning behaviour (e.g., swimming, redd
excavation, redd defence). Since a low water stressor can reduce the available habitat for
swimming and spawning, potentially increasing aggression and physical injuries among
individuals, these combined effects could have significant negative impacts on spawning
behaviour. Interestingly, control females experienced increases in physical senescence primarily
in response to increasing time in fresh water, while external deterioration appeared relatively
insensitive to the timing of ovulation. This suggests that under ‘normal’ water conditions, when
females do not face excessive chronic environmental stressors, senescent phenotypes develop
immediately after entering fresh water, likely in response to factors such as nutritional stress (see
Introduction). When faced with the additional low water challenge, females somehow delayed
the onset of physical senescence to ovulation, which may be a potential mechanism to prolong
maternal lifespan and to protect egg quality during times of increased maternal stress.
Physiological increases in plasma cortisol, suggested in previous studies to be the main driver of
senescence (see Introduction), were found to slightly precede increases in physical senescence
relative to days from ovulation and for low water females relative to days in fresh water,
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confirming the importance of this glucocorticoid for initiating senescent declines. Regardless of
treatment, all females showed the predicted increase in plasma cortisol levels, likely in response
to hyperactivity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-inter-renal axis (Cook et al., 2011). Similar to
external senescence, internal plasma cortisol levels rise rapidly for control females in response to
entering fresh water but, again, appeared relatively insensitive to the timing of ovulation.
Circulating levels of plasma cortisol rose gradually in control females prior to ovulation, with
more frequent and substantial increases observed only after females started expressing eggs.
These results suggest a potential mechanism to protect both the adult female from pre-spawning
mortality and the eggs from rapid declines in quality. Low water females, however, experienced
rapid increases in plasma cortisol both before and after ovulation, suggesting a reduced capacity
to manage stress when faced with an additional environmental challenge. Combining these
results suggests that females facing excess environmental stress may attempt to delay rapid
senescence (i.e., physical deterioration, extreme cortisol release) until after ovulation so they can
successfully reach their breeding grounds and spawn, especially given the fact that excessive
cortisol release has been linked to system degeneration and death in semelparous Pacific salmon
(McQuillan et al., 2003; Cook et al., 2011).
Elevated plasma cortisol also initiates a variety of secondary stress responses, such as
increases in the production of glucose (i.e., to prepare an individual to fight or flee the stressor)
to aid in energy mobilization during energetically costly reproductive activities (i.e., migration
and spawning; Martinez-Porchas et al., 2009). Since Chinook salmon cease feeding upon
entering fresh water, glucose cannot be replenished through nutritional intake and must be
produced from other substrates, such as lactate via gluconeogenesis (Brooks, 2018). As
predicted, low water females had higher glucose and lactate levels on average, which is
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unsurprising given that low water females produced higher levels of plasma cortisol. These
results support the idea that females experiencing a chronic stressor would utilize larger amounts
of stored energy at a faster rate to manage and minimize damage caused by the added stressor. It
is likely that these low water females experience an initial burst in glucose mobilization and
consumption in the days leading up to ovulation as they experienced rapid increases in both
physical senescence and internal plasma cortisol during this time. Additional glucose would be
required post-ovulation following further increase in overall senescence, which would explain
the two spikes in glucose seen in low water females. We would also expect that exposure to
chronically low water levels would interfere with the ability of females to manage other
simultaneous stressors (Richter & Kolmes, 2005), producing faster rates of infection and somatic
decay. This idea was supported by low water females having elevated white blood cell counts
(i.e., elevated leucocrit levels). While mild increases in GCs provide beneficial antiinflammatory roles during acute stressors, chronically elevated levels seen in the low water
females could have caused more rapid inflammation and tissue damage than controls (Fast et al.,
2008; Uren Webster et al., 2020) as the body increases leucocyte (white blood cells) and
thrombocyte (platelets) production to aid in overall repair (Fast et al., 2008; Dolan et al., 2016).
As such, the additional stressor could have increased the conflicting energy demands between
somatic stress management and gametic maturation (Del Rio et al., 2019), resulting in exhaustive
declines. If correct, these results would support the disposable soma theory, which proposes that
senescence results due to trade-offs in resource allocation between somatic maintenance and
reproduction (Jones & Vaupel, 2017). When limited resources are invested more heavily in
reproductive effort, attempts to prevent or repair somatic damage are much less effective, leading
to increases in the rate of overall senescence (Nussey et al., 2013; Lemaître et al., 2015). Taken
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together, these results indicate that while maternal senescence begins after entering fresh water
under normal conditions and is delayed to shortly before ovulation in low water conditions,
substantial increases in senescence are still largely delayed until after the initial expression of
eggs, at which point physical deterioration and plasma cortisol start increasingly rapidly,
particularly in females trying to manage an additional chronic stressor. During this time, females
are also utilizing glucose and attempting to fight infection to limit considerable shifts in state.
From an ultimate perspective, maintaining homeostatic maternal state until after ovulation could
function as a protective mechanism for eggs, as severe earlier onset-senescent declines could
potentially interfere with final egg maturation and therefore quality.

The Impact of Low Water on the Timing of Ovulation, Egg Cortisol, and Egg Mass
To explore whether environmentally-induced changes in senescence impact downstream
reproductive decisions, we first examined natural and treatment-induced changes in maturation
inducing steroid (MIS) over time. Maturation inducing steroid initiates meiotic oocyte
maturation and plays an important role in regulating ovulation, with previous studies reporting
increases in MIS levels that peak at ovulation before decreasing until moribund (Slater et al.,
1994; Hruska et al., 2010). Our control results supported our predictions of an expected hormetic
(Calabrese, 2004; Calabrese & Mattson, 2017) or inverted-U relationship between maternal
plasma MIS and the timing of ovulation. However, this relationship was barely perceptible in the
low water treatment group, with lower MIS levels instead peaking between 5-7 days before both
ovulation and the increase seen in controls. Perhaps low water females are attempting to
optimize fitness via the use of bet hedging strategies, where MIS is elevated earlier (i.e., earlier
peak compared to controls) and longer to create longer ovulation windows that allow more time
to ovulate eggs, to gain better access to nest sites, and to spawn with higher quality males.
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Alternatively, it is possible that while control females have relatively similar strategies in the
timing of peak MIS, there may be more inter-individual variability in reproductive strategy
amongst low water females, with MIS levels peaking at different times between females. In this
case, MIS levels could peak in some low water females sooner than others to induce ovulation in
females with phenotypes that respond exceptionally poorly to increased environmental stress,
therefore attempting to mature eggs before they were exposed to additional increases in maternal
stress. While likely, further analyses would need to be conducted to confirm these predictions.
Not only did MIS peak in low water females sooner, but it was also found at lower levels
compared to controls despite both groups having similar timing of spawning (i.e., the same mean
ovulation dates). These results suggest that low water females may not be in an ideal state to
ovulate, resulting in longer ovulation windows that allow females more time to manage somatic
stressors and ovulate eggs.
Previous studies have shown that maternal state can influence egg quality directly, as
exposure to stressful environmental conditions, particularly during late oogenesis (i.e., prior to
ovulation), can cause substantial increases in maternal plasma cortisol that produce downstream
effects on egg quality and survival via increases in egg cortisol (Pickering & Pottinger, 1989;
Mingist et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2016; Sopinka et al., 2017). While low water females had
higher mean plasma cortisol (see above), and plasma cortisol was the primary driver of variation
in egg cortisol, mean egg cortisol surprisingly did not differ between the two treatments. This
suggests that although females with the highest increases in plasma cortisol spawned eggs with
the highest levels of cortisol, an additional environmental stressor (such as low water) did not
necessarily induce higher cortisol content in eggs. Given that we found significant individual
variation in the response of plasma cortisol during senescence regardless of treatment (see
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above), it is likely that an individual’s phenotype can significantly influence maternal state and
egg quality independent of environmental quality. This result therefore supports the idea of an
inherent blood-egg buffering system that serves to modulate the effects of prolonged maternal
stress (Schreck et al., 2001; Sopinka et al., 2017). Our results also confirm that maternal
environment can influence GC transfer between female and offspring with potential carry-over
effects on fitness (Capelle et al. 2017; Sopinka et al. 2017; Warriner et al. 2020B). Another
strong predictor of egg cortisol was egg mass, with smaller eggs having higher concentrations of
cortisol. Since egg size is highly dependent on female body size (Barneche et al., 2018), it is
possible that smaller females producing smaller eggs are the ones experiencing the greatest
stress-induced increases in plasma cortisol, directly effecting egg composition. This may help to
explain the lack of a direct water level treatment effect on egg cortisol, as well as the role of
individual phenotypes in influencing eventual egg cortisol outcomes. For example, in lower
water a larger female may be able to more easily physiologically buffer the additional
environmental stressor responding with lower cortisol secretion and in addition lay larger eggs,
resulting in an overall lower egg cortisol deposition. On the other hand, a smaller female even
under normal (control) water conditions may not be able to physiologically buffer against
changing conditions during senescence and even fail to acclimate to aggressive larger peers,
releasing excessive cortisol in the blood that is then transferred to smaller eggs at higher
concentrations. Alternatively, larger eggs may have less cortisol simply because it would take
more cortisol or longer cortisol exposure during the migration and spawning period to reach the
same concentration as that in smaller eggs (i.e., simple surface area to volume ratio effects).
Another possibility, although less likely, is that larger eggs have more relative resources
available (e.g., antioxidants) to eliminate and mitigate the harmful effects of excess cortisol, as
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recent studies have shown that embryos of oviparous vertebrates have mechanisms that allow
them to metabolize maternally derived steroids (Paitz et al., 2015; Sopinka et al., 2017).
Independent of relationships with plasma cortisol and egg size, we also found that egg cortisol
increased as maternal glucose levels decreased, potentially suggesting that females with depleted
energetic reserves are under more stress and therefore transfer a larger proportion of their cortisol
to eggs. Finally, we found that egg cortisol increased with decreasing MIS, appearing to confirm
our prediction that egg quality would peak at ovulation and then decline. Perhaps chronically
stressed females have slower rates of MIS decline (as previously discussed) to delay or prevent
excessive increases in egg cortisol, suggesting that females with rapids declines in MIS expose
their eggs to greater potential increases in cortisol.
To further assess variation in egg quality, we also examined egg size as a well-known
contributor to offspring survival and fitness (see Introduction). Since salmon eggs are formed in
the ocean and strongly linked to fixed maternal effects (i.e., female body size), we expected little
variation in egg size over time in fresh water. Contrary to expectations, we found that egg size
(mass) actually appeared to increase the further females were from death and with increasing
days from ovulation. However, further examination of potential within-female changes in egg
size revealed little individual variation in egg size within females, and yet considerable interindividual variation in egg mass between females of varying body sizes, which is not surprising
considering Pacific salmon are synchronous spawners with oocytes that all develop
simultaneously (Tyler & Sumpter, 1996). Furthermore, plotting the intra-female variation in egg
size over time revealed that in fact larger females producing larger eggs waited to ovulate and
also died later compared to smaller females. As such, the apparent “increase” in egg size as egg
cortisol increased over time was due simply to larger, large-egg females living longer and
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spawning later, and not to egg size changes systematically over time within individual females.
From an ultimate perspective, larger females that spawn larger eggs later in the season may gain
even more advantages over smaller egg females that produce higher cortisol eggs in that they
may have better access to higher-quality mates and nest sites, ultimately further increasing their
overall reproductive success.

Impacts of Low Water on Egg Survival and the Timing of Maternal Death
While moderate increases in egg cortisol have been shown to promote early offspring survival
(Capelle et al., 2017), we predicted that declines in overall maternal state compounded by an
environmental stressor would cause strong enough declines in egg quality (e.g., increased egg
cortisol) that would ultimately lower embryo survival (e.g., the number of eggs successfully
reaching the embryonic (eyed) stage). Interestingly, we found a significant interaction between
egg cortisol and maternal treatment, with eggs spawned during periods of higher maternal
cortisol, especially from females in the low water treatment, having the lowest eventual survival.
These results suggest that eggs already high in cortisol spawned late in the spawning window by
females already stressed from migration and senescence are likely to face even greater survival
costs under climate change (i.e., low water) conditions. As such, females enduring chronic low
water conditions had significantly higher overall plasma cortisol that could have downstream
carry over effects on egg cortisol and egg survival. Our results support the idea that
environmental stressors negatively impact egg quality and viability when applied to
reproductively mature salmon undergoing final oocyte maturation (Stratholt et al., 1997). Despite
these negative impacts of elevated egg cortisol on egg survival, we nonetheless found that
another important egg-related maternal effect may be capable of buffering or helping to rescue
these effects. While as predicted intra-female variation in egg size across multiple spawning
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events was minimal (see above), egg size varied significantly across females and confirmed
previous work in salmonids (see Heath et al., 1999; Braun et al., 2013) that larger egg size
confers survival benefits for developing embryos. These results suggest that females producing
larger eggs could buffer some of the negative impacts of senescence- or environmentally-induced
increases in egg cortisol on embryo survival. Since strong and rapid selection on egg size has
already been shown in salmonids (Heath et al., 2003), it is also possible that we might see
potential selection favouring maternal phenotypes that produce eggs of higher initial quality (i.e.,
larger size) to prevent the downstream impacts of maternal and environmental stress. The most
obvious change in phenotype might be selection against smaller females which produce smaller
eggs with an expected lower chance of survival under these environmental stressor conditions.
Lastly, we found that eggs spawned further from the time of ovulation also had reduced survival,
further confirming our predictions that peak egg quality occurs at ovulation, and declines
thereafter. It is already well appreciated that post-ovulatory ageing of eggs produces
irregularities in morphological and ploidy traits that ultimately reduce the proportion of
fertilizable eggs with increasing time after ovulation (Aegerter and Jalabert, 2004; Samarin et al.,
2015). As such, females that spawn eggs closest to their time of ovulation should incur fitness
advantages via higher egg survival rates, especially when faced with environmentally-driven
increases in maternal stress. Interestingly, the time of ovulation was more predictive of variation
in egg survival than days before death, suggesting that egg quality is not necessarily at its worst
when a female dies.
Post-spawn mortality is inevitable for Chinook salmon, as these semelparous fish only
ever reproduce once in their lifetime. Changing climatic conditions can introduce several
freshwater stressors that have the potential to interact with overall maternal state to affect the rate
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at which females die. As predicted, females exhibiting greater signs of both external and internal
senescence, including increased physical deterioration, higher plasma cortisol, and lower lactate,
were the same individuals that died soonest after entering fresh water. Reproductive stress can
lead to extreme hyperadrenocorticism in Pacific salmon (Robertson et al., 1966), which can
result in more extreme physical decay and the need for quicker energy mobilization to repair
damage, explaining the consumption of lactate to fuel energetic demands. Surprisingly, females
exposed to chronic low water conditions did not die any sooner than control females even though
they had significantly faster increases in plasma cortisol and physical senescence. Individual
variation in the rate of senescence can likely explain these results, as there was a wide range of
female responses in each water treatment. These results could point to intra-specific variation in
sensitivity to the effects of the internal rate of senescence (i.e., the rise in plasma cortisol). For
example, maternal phenotypes with cortisol levels high enough to exceed their own management
capacity (i.e., in allostatic overload; Wingfield and McEwen 2003; Wingfield 2005; Romero
2009) even in the absence of an additional environmental stressor would be among the first to
die, even though their absolute cortisol concentrations may still be relatively lower than another
female facing chronically low waters but better able to manage higher cortisol levels.
Interestingly, higher MIS levels were also found to significantly predict faster deaths, which
could explain the very gradual post-ovulatory declines in MIS levels among both treatments.
Knowing that MIS is essential for egg maturation and ovulation, it is possible that females with
higher or more abrupt MIS peaks have invested more energy towards successful spawning, with
limited resources remaining thereafter to maintain somatic functioning. Perhaps there is a
threshold for MIS where increases beyond individually-specific limits accrue disadvantages,
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such as shorter ovulation windows (i.e., less opportunity to find high quality nest sites or mates)
via quicker deaths.

Saltwater and Ovulation Predictors of Female Performance and Fitness
Understanding whether maternal characteristics prior to spawning can be used to predict
downstream changes in maternal performance and fitness is an important aspect of quantifying
the expected impacts of environmental change on salmonid populations (Cooke et al., 2006). We
expected that certain physiological phenotypes, such as elevated plasma cortisol, prior to
upstream migration would cause earlier or more conspicuous physical and physiological changes
once in fresh water, prompting shorter ovulation windows as a consequence of earlier and more
rapid overall deterioration in maternal state. Having a longer spawning (ovulation) window
would be expected to be beneficial as it would allow access to a larger diversity of mates and
more time to excavate and defend redds, which is especially important in future low flow
conditions when reduced water availability increases salmon density and competition
(Montgomery et al., 1996). Constructing multiple redds also increases the likelihood that at least
some eggs will develop normally and survive when river temperatures increase to dangerous
levels (Del Rio et al., 2019). As predicted, females with higher circulating plasma cortisol and
lower levels of MIS while in salt water then placed into fresh water control conditions had
shorter ovulation windows. Interestingly, the opposite result occurred when these same
phenotypes were exposed to an environmental challenge upon entering fresh water: females
entering stressful low water conditions with higher oceanic plasma cortisol and lower MIS
actually had longer ovulation windows. Higher plasma cortisol likely enables a quicker primary
stress response in females entering challenging environments that can aid in the management of
an additional stressor. In this case, the focus may shift temporarily towards somatic maintenance
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(to prevent pre-spawn mortality via maternal decline) before devoting all remaining energy
towards maturation and ovulation of eggs. Interestingly, oceanic female body size was also one
of the strongest predictors of variation in ovulation window, with larger females having more
time to spawn larger eggs that were already more likely to survive (see above).
During freshwater residency, females are exposed to several biotic and abiotic factors
that were not present in the oceanic environment (such as changes in water quality, intraspecific
population densities, habitat availability, physical barriers, etc.) that may have the potential to
alter individual responses during senescence. As such, we also assessed whether maternal state at
the time of ovulation could predict performance outcomes for females once in fresh water.
Females within the low water treatment that exhibited higher MIS levels at the time of ovulation
had longer ovulation windows, highlighting the importance of MIS in proper egg maturation and
ovulation. However, low water females with higher plasma cortisol at ovulation ultimately had
shorter ovulation windows compared to controls. When examining low water female
performance in isolation, variation in plasma cortisol at the time of ovulation had little if any
impact on ovulation window, with differences in physical senescence and circulating lactate
taking precedence instead. Specifically, extreme external deterioration and higher levels of
lactate at the time of ovulation were indicative of shorter ovulation windows, likely resulting
from limited strength and energy which are required to prolong reproductive activities.
Since physical senescent phenotypes typically do not manifest until after fish have
entered fresh water, we predicted that physiological states representing poor energetic
management in salt water (e.g., elevated cortisol, lactate, and leucocrit; reduced glucose and
hematocrit) would predict a shorter maternal lifespan in fresh water. Surprisingly, female body
size was the only main effect to significantly predict maternal lifespan, with larger females living
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longest once in fresh water. Previous work has shown that larger bodied females store more
carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins (Gende et al., 2002; Price, 2016), which could be used as fuel
to likely resist declines in female state and therefore increase freshwater lifespan. Importantly we
found no additional effect of the low water treatment alone, and only marginally significant
effects when combined with seapen MIS, on maternal lifespan in fresh water. These results may
suggest that lifespan is a predetermined (fixed) trait potentially only affected by changes in
reproductive state while in the ocean. While female body size remained the primary driver of
longevity once in fresh water, we also found a strong negative relationship between lactate levels
measured at the time of ovulation and total longevity, with lower plasma lactate at ovulation
predicting longer lifespans. Low circulating levels of lactate may suggest that more important
energy-rich compounds are being prioritized (e.g., lipids, stored glucose) first, indicating that
these fish still have ample remaining resources to fuel reproduction.
Finally, we found that low water females with low plasma MIS levels at the time of
ovulation had significantly shorter lifespans than expected. Lower MIS levels during the peak of
ovulation could suggest that a female is not in an optimal state to ovulate, perhaps from rapidly
depleted energy stores that are insufficient to fuel the ovulation of eggs that are of similar quality
to when MIS levels are high. In this case, females must express the eggs before they die from
accumulated senescence. While determining how and why this effect is generated is complex and
will require further work, it is possible that the addition of an environmental stressor forces
females to ovulate eggs before their maturation is complete (i.e., prior to higher peaks in MIS
and prior to when they may have been expecting) before death from rapid deterioration.
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Conclusions
Overall, our findings provide strong evidence that additional environmental challenges
exacerbate the senescence-mediated effects of reproduction in female Chinook salmon,
producing changes in maternal state that have downstream effects on egg quality and survival.
Specifically, we found that senescent changes are normally largely dependent on the length of
time a female spends in fresh water, with low water females potentially delaying the onset of
senescent declines until after ovulation. Our results also confirmed the role of maternallymediated effects on egg quality, as stress-induced increases in plasma cortisol caused subsequent
rises in egg cortisol which negatively impacted offspring survival. This work revealed that the
introduction of an additional environmental challenge likely lowered the ability of females to
manage inherent reproductive stressors (e.g., senescence, semelparity, poikilothermy),
suggesting that future low flow conditions induced by climate change have the potential to select
for individual phenotypes that are better adapted to managing further increases in environmental
stressors (e.g., restrained plasma cortisol responsiveness; larger eggs that can better buffer
increases in maternal stress). Future research could more closely examine variation in egg
survival to then predict selection pressures on different phenotypes that protect the embryo from
the effects of maternal-stress.
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Tables
Table 2.1 – Summary of Models for Environmental Stressors
Dependent
Variable
Dissolved
oxygen

Significant
Predictors
1. Treatment
2. Female density

Non-significant
Predictors
1. Water
temperature

Water
temperature

None

1. Treatment
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Corresponding
Main Takeaways
Table Number(s)
2.6, 2.7
1. Low water females
experienced lower
concentrations of
dissolved oxygen,
especially during times of
higher female density
before die-off.
2.8
1. Low water females were
exposed to the same coldwater temperatures as
females in the control
condition that had plenty
of water.

Table 2.2 – Variation in Dissolved Oxygen within a Freshwater Environment
Combined influence of treatment and environmental factors on dissolved oxygen concentrations
(mg/L) in captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01,
*p<0.05, •p<0.1

Predictor
Intercept
Female Density
Water Temperature
Treatment

Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L)
Estimate
Confidence Interval
14.12
9.20 – 19.03
-0.08
-0.14 – -0.03
-0.06
-0.16 – 0.04
-0.74
-1.24 – -0.24

Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Trough
ICC
N Trough

0.16
0.03
0.17
4

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

20
0.557/0.631

P
<0.001
0.003 **
0.23
0.004 **

Table 2.3 – Model Selection: Dissolved Oxygen
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for analyses examining drivers
of variation in dissolved oxygen (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.2. The
model without interactions (fixed effects plus treatment effect) was strongest (bolded) with zero
model uncertainty.
Dissolved Oxygen Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
Without Interactions
Null Model
One Interaction
Two Interactions

6
5
7
8

36.07
38.58
40.74
42.09

0.00
2.50
4.67
6.02
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AICc
Weight
0.70
0.20
0.07
0.03

Cumulative
Weight
0.70
0.90
0.97
1.00

LL
-8.81
-12.15
-8.70
-6.50

Table 2.4 – Variation in Water Temperature Across Treatments
Influence of experimental decrease in water level on water temperature (°F) in captive studies of
freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, •p<0.1

Predictor
Intercept
Treatment

Water Temperature (°F)
Estimate
Confidence Interval
52.36
51.46 – 53.26
0.83
-0.60 – 2.25

Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Trough
ICC
N Trough

109.78
0.63
0.01
5

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

356415
0.00150/0.00721
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P
<0.001
0.26

Table 2.5 – Summary of Models for Maternal State (Physical and Physiological)
Dependent
Variable
Maternal
Physical
State

1.
2.
3.
4.

Maternal
Physiological
State
(Overall)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Significant
Non-significant
Predictors
Predictors
Treatment
1. Days from
Days in fresh
ovulation
water
Days in fresh
water x treatment
Days from
ovulation x
treatment
Treatment
None
Female ID
Female density
Trough

Maternal
1. Days in fresh
Physiological
water
State
2. Days from
(Plasma
ovulation x
Cortisol)
treatment

1. Treatment
2. Days from
ovulation

Maternal
1. Treatment
Physiological 2. Days in fresh
State
water squared
(Glucose)
3. Days from
ovulation squared

None
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Corresponding
Main Takeaways
Table Number(s)
2.9, 2.10
1. As predicted, all females
showed increasing signs of
physical senescence over
time.
2. Low water females
adjusted physical
senescence around the
timing of ovulation.
2.11, 2.12
1. Low water females
significantly differed from
controls in the rates of
physiological senescence.
2. There was significant
variation in reproductive
strategy between females.
2.13, 2.14
1. As predicted, all females
showed increasing plasma
cortisol over time.
2. Low water females
adjusted plasma cortisol
release around the timing
of ovulation.
2.15, 2.16
1. As predicted, glucose levels
rise, peak, then fall
(showing reproduction is
energetically demanding).
2. As predicted, low water
females required quicker
glucose mobilization.

Table 2.6 – Variation in External Physical State
Combined influence of treatment, environmental factors, maternal factors and their interactions
on external physical state (senescence score) in captive studies of freshwater senescence in
Chinook salmon. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, •p<0.1
External Physical State (Senescence Score)
Predictor
Estimate
Confidence Interval
Intercept
0.14
-0.37 – 0.66
Days In Fresh Water
0.23
0.15 – 0.30
Days From Ovulation
-0.00
-0.06 – 0.06
Treatment
0.50
0.05 – 0.94
Days In Fresh Water * Treatment
-0.08
-0.17 – 0.00
Days From Ovulation * Treatment
0.10
0.02 – 0.18
Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Female ID
𝜏00 Trough
𝜏00 Female Density
N Female ID
N Trough
N Female Density

0.32
0.03
0.00
0.14
42
4
11

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

181
0.734/0.827

P
0.58
<0.001 ***
0.94
0.028 *
0.054 •
0.016 *

Table 2.7 – Model Selection: External Physical State
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for analyses examining drivers
of variation in physical senescence (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.6.
Except for the null model, all ΔAICc values were below two (bolded), indicating equally possible
parsimonious models.
Physical State Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
LL
Two Interactions
10
365.97
0.00
0.36
0.36
-172.34
Base Model
7
366.62
0.65
0.26
0.63
-175.99
Without Interactions
8
367.30
1.33
0.19
0.81
-175.23
One Interaction
9
367.32
1.34
0.19
1.00
-174.13
Null Model
5
433.65
67.68
0.00
1.00
-211.67
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.6 except Treatment and
its interactions.
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Table 2.8 – Examining the MANOVA Test Statistic on Physiological Responses
Examination of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) Wilk’s Lambda test statistics on
treatment (along with female ID, female density, and trough) to determine whether they can
significantly explain variance in overall physiological state. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05,
•p<0.1
Effect
Treatment
Female ID
Female Density
Trough

Test
Wilk’s Lambda
Wilk’s Lambda
Wilk’s Lambda
Wilk’s Lambda

Value
0.62
0.066
0.68
0.77

Df
1
41
1
2

F-value
10.08
1.47
7.56
2.34

Num Df
5
205
5
10

Den Df
82
412.92
82.00
164.00

p-value
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.013 *

Table 2.9 – Variation in Internal Physiological State
The effect of treatment (along with female ID, female density, and trough) on internal
physiological state (standardized plasma cortisol, glucose, lactate, hematocrit, and leucocrit) in
captive, senescing Chinook salmon. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, •p<0.1

Fixed
Effects

Treatment

Female
ID

Female
Density

Trough

MANOVA
Results
Df
Sum Sq
Mean Sq
F-value
p-value
Df
Sum Sq
Mean Sq
F-value
p-value
Df
Sum Sq
Mean Sq
F-value
p-value
Df
Sum Sq
Mean Sq
F-value
p-value

Internal Physiological State
Std. Plasma
Std.
Std.
Cortisol
Glucose
Lactate
1
1
1
9.63
13.92
1269
9.63
13.92
1268.6
14.48
14.39
2.77
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.10 •
41
41
41
58.60
36.95
34076
1.43
0.90
831.1
2.15
0.93
1.82
0.0015 *
0.59
0.010 **
1
1
1
15.39
1.13
3402
15.39
1.13
3401.6
23.14
1.17
7.43
<0.001 ***
0.28
< 0.001***
2
2
2
4.79
0.86
2171
2.39
0.43
1085.5
3.60
0.45
2.37
0.032 •
0.63
0.099 •
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Std. Hematocrit
Proportion
1
0.71
0.71
1.05
0.31
41
41.50
1.01
1.50
0.058 •
1
3.29
3.28
4.87
0.030 *
2
6.82
3.41
5.06
< 0.001 ***

Std. Leucocrit
Proportion
1
6.74
6.74
7.33
0.0082 **
41
47.70
1.16
1.27
0.18
1
1.90
1.90
2.06
0.15
2
1.62
0.81
0.88
0.42

Table 2.10 – Variation in Maternal Plasma Cortisol (Physiological State Metric)
Combined influence of treatment, environmental factors, maternal factors and their interactions
on plasma cortisol in captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. Note: Plasma
cortisol was logged for normality as the dependent variable. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05,
•p<0.1

Predictor
Intercept
Days In Fresh Water
Days From Ovulation
Treatment
Days From Ovulation * Treatment

Plasma Cortisol (ng/mL)
Estimate
Confidence Interval
2.46
2.29 – 2.63
0.04
0.01 – 0.06
0.00
-0.02 – 0.03
0.12
-0.02 – 0.27
0.02
0.00 – 0.04

Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Female ID
𝜏00 Trough
𝜏00 Female Density
N Female ID
N Trough
N Female Density

0.07
0.03
0.00
0.00
42
4
11

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

140
0.424/0.621

P
<0.001
0.014 *
0.77
0.10
0.017 *

Table 2.11 – Model Selection: Maternal Plasma Cortisol
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for plasma cortisol in female
Chinook salmon (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.10. The first two models
had ΔAICc values below two (bolded), indicating equally possible parsimonious models.
Plasma Cortisol Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
Two Interactions
10
77.49
0.00
One Interaction
9
78.10
0.61
Without Interactions
8
81.40
3.91
Base Model
7
82.74
5.24
Null Model
5
109.87
32.27
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AICc Weight
0.51
0.38
0.07
0.04
0.00

Cumulative Weight
0.51
0.89
0.96
1.00
1.00

LL
-27.89
-29.36
-32.15
-33.94
-49.73

Table 2.12 – Variation in Maternal Glucose (Physiological State Metric)
Combined influence of treatment, environmental factors and maternal factors on glucose levels
in captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. Note: The square root of glucose
was used for normality as the dependent variable. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, •p<0.1

Predictor
Intercept
Days In Fresh Water Squared
Days From Ovulation Squared
Treatment

Glucose (mmol/L)
Estimate
2.43
-0.00
-0.00
0.41

Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Female ID
𝜏00 Trough
𝜏00 Female Density
N Female ID
N Trough
N Female Density

0.47
0.03
0.00
0.05
26
4
10

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

93
0.160/0.284

Confidence Interval
2.09 – 2.77
0.00 – 0.00
-0.01 – -0.00
0.07 – 0.74

P
<0.001
0.066 •
0.010 **
0.016 *

Table 2.13 – Model Selection: Maternal Glucose
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for glucose in female Chinook
salmon (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.12. The model without interactions
(fixed effects plus treatment effect) was strongest (bolded) with zero model uncertainty.
Glucose Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
Without Interactions
8
222.25
Base Model
7
224.29
One Interaction
9
224.62
Two Interactions
10
227.06
Null Model
5
365.47

ΔAICc
0.00
2.04
2.37
4.81
143.22
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AICc Weight
0.57
0.21
0.17
0.05
0.00

Cumulative Weight
0.57
0.77
0.95
1.00
1.00

LL
-102.27
-104.49
-102.22
-102.19
-177.53

Table 2.14 – Summary of Models for Variation in Reproductive Decisions
Dependent
Variable
Timing of
Ovulation
(MIS)

Significant
Predictors
1. Days from
ovulation squared

Non-significant
Predictors
2. Treatment
3. Days in fresh
water
squared

Egg Cortisol

1.
2.
3.
4.

Plasma cortisol
Glucose
MIS
Egg Mass

1. Treatment
2. Days until
death
3. Senescence
score
4. Hematocrit
proportion
5. Leucocrit
proportion
6. Lactate

1. Days until death
2. Days from
ovulation
3. Days until death x
treatment

1. Treatment
2. Plasma
cortisol
3. MIS

Egg Mass
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Corresponding
Main Takeaways
Table Number(s)
2.17, 2.18
1. As predicted under normal
conditions, MIS levels
increased, peaked near
ovulation, then declined.
2. Low water females had an
earlier peak in MIS with
lower average levels and
more gradual declines.
2.19, 2.20
1. As predicted, females
transfer cortisol to eggs.
2. Contrary to predictions,
low water females did not
produce eggs of
significantly higher cortisol
than control females,
providing evidence of a
blood-egg buffering
system.
3. Low water females may
have slower rates of MIS
decline (see above) partly
to slow declines in egg
quality (increases in egg
cortisol) by keeping what
MIS they do have elevated
for as long as possible.
2.21, 2.22
1. Larger females that
produce larger eggs live
longer and can wait to
ovulate eggs later in the
season.

Table 2.15 – Variation in Internal Reproductive State
Combined influence of treatment, environmental factors, and maternal factors on plasma MIS
levels in captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. Note: MIS was logged for
normality as the dependent variable. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, •p<0.1
Internal Reproductive State (MIS (ng/mL))
Predictor
Estimate
Confidence Interval
Intercept
2.13
1.95 – 2.32
Days In Fresh Water Squared
-0.00
-0.00 – 0.00
Days From Ovulation Squared
-0.01
-0.01 – -0.00
Treatment
-0.09
-0.31 – 0.13
Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Female ID
𝜏00 Trough
𝜏00 Female Density
N Female ID
N Trough
N Female Density

0.13
0.04
0.00
0.00
26
4
11

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

93
0.250/0.428

P
<0.001
0.73
<0.001 ***
0.41

Table 2.16 – Model Selection: Reproductive State
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for reproductive state (MIS) in
female Chinook salmon (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.15. The first two
models had ΔAICc values below two (bolded), indicating equally possible parsimonious models.
MIS Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
Base Model
7
110.05
0.00
0.64
0.64
Without Interactions
8
111.86
1.81
0.26
0.89
One Interaction
9
114.13
4.08
0.08
0.98
Two Interactions
10
116.56
6.51
0.02
1.00
Null Model
5
216.24
106.19
0.00
1.00
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.15 except Treatment.
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LL
-47.37
-47.07
-46.98
-46.94
-102.92

Table 2.17 – Variation in Egg Cortisol of Spawned Eggs
Combined influence of treatment and maternal factors on egg cortisol (ng/g) in captive studies of
freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. Note: Egg cortisol was logged for normality as the
dependent variable. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, •p<0.1

Predictor
Intercept
Days Until Death
Senescence Score
Log10 Plasma Cortisol
Hematocrit Proportion
Leucocrit Proportion
Glucose
Lactate
Log10 MIS
Egg Mass
Treatment

Egg Cortisol (ng/g)
Estimate
Confidence Interval
0.46
-0.04 – 0.96
0.01
-0.00 – 0.02
-0.01
-0.06 – 0.03
0.70
0.55 – 0.85
-0.16
-0.64 – 0.32
2.74
-4.75 – 10.23
-0.02
-0.03 – -0.01
0.00
-0.01 – 0.02
-0.19
-0.35 – -0.04
-2.29
-3.32 – -1.26
-0.03
-0.16 – 0.09

Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Female ID
𝜏00 Trough
𝜏00 Female Density
N Female ID
N Trough
N Female Density

0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
32
4
11

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

63
0.797/0.902

P
0.069
0.15
0.58
<0.001 ***
0.51
0.47
0.002 **
0.59
0.016 *
<0.001 ***
0.60

Table 2.18 – Model Selection: Egg Cortisol
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for egg cortisol (corrected for
small sample size) outlined in Table 2.17. The base model (bolded) was strongest with zero
model uncertainty.
Egg Cortisol Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
Base Model
14
-17.83
0.00
0.78
0.78
Without Interactions
15
-14.64
3.20
0.16
0.93
One Interaction
16
-12.41
5.43
0.05
0.98
Two Interactions
17
-10.13
7.70
0.02
1.00
Null Model
5
95.79
113.62
0.00
1.00
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.17 except Treatment.
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LL
27.29
27.43
28.12
28.87
-42.60

Table 2.19 – Variation in Egg Mass of Spawned Eggs
Combined influence of treatment, maternal factors, and their interactions on egg mass (g) in
captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05,
•p<0.1

Predictor
Intercept
Days Until Death
Days From Ovulation
Log10 Plasma Cortisol
Log10 MIS
Treatment
Days Until Death * Treatment

Egg Mass (g)
Estimate
0.19
-0.01
0.01
-0.00
0.01
0.02
0.00

Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Female ID
𝜏00 Trough
𝜏00 Female Density
ICC
N Female ID
N Trough
N Female Density

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.79
37
4
10

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

79
0.381/0.871

Confidence Interval
0.11 – 0.27
-0.01 – -0.00
0.00 – 0.01
-0.03 – 0.02
-0.01 – 0.04
-0.01 – 0.05
0.00 – 0.01

P
<0.001
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.74
0.40
0.25
0.011 *

Table 2.20 – Model Selection: Egg Mass
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for egg mass (corrected for
small sample size) outlined in Table 2.19. The null model (bolded) was strongest with zero
model uncertainty.
Egg Mass Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
Null Model
5
-405.09
0.00
1.00
1.00
One Interaction
11
-293.64
111.45
0.00
1.00
Two Interactions
12
-293.39
111.71
0.00
1.00
Base Model
9
-292.78
112.31
0.00
1.00
Without Interactions
10
-290.25
114.85
0.00
1.00
*Null model represents only the random effects that are included in the analysis in Table 2.19.
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LL
207.86
159.79
161.06
156.69
156.74

Table 2.21 – Summary of Models for Variation in Egg Survival and Timing of Maternal
Death
Dependent
Variable
Egg Survival

Timing of
Maternal
Death

Significant
Predictors
1. Days from
ovulation
2. Egg mass
3. Egg cortisol x
treatment

Non-significant
Predictors
1. Treatment
2. Days until
death
3. Egg cortisol

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Treatment
2. Hematocrit
proportion
3. Leucocrit
proportion
4. Glucose

Senescence score
Plasma cortisol
Lactate
MIS
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Corresponding
Main Takeaways
Table Number(s)
2.23, 2.24
1. Females that are placed in
low water conditions that
also produce eggs with
naturally higher cortisol
are expected to have
worse survival outcomes
than other females.
2.25, 2.26
1. Contrary to predictions,
low water females had a
slower rate of death
compared to controls.
2. Low water females have
lower levels of MIS (see
Table 2.3), which may
serve to slow the rate of
maternal death and keep
them alive long enough to
spawn.

Table 2.22 – Variation in Egg Survival of Spawned Eggs
Combined influence of treatment, maternal factors, and their interactions on egg survival in
captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05,
•p<0.1

Predictor
Intercept
Days Until Death
Days From Ovulation
Log10 Egg Cortisol
Log10 Egg Mass
Treatment
Log10 Egg Cortisol * Treatment

Egg Survival
Estimate
Confidence Interval
10.43
194.93 – 5845834.95
0.10
0.94 – 1.31
-0.19
0.69 – 0.99
-1.40
0.04 – 1.37
12.23
465.48 – 90794604.74
1.75
0.33 – 100.00
-2.20
0.02 – 0.70

Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Female ID
𝜏00 Cell ID:Stack Tray
𝜏00 Stack Tray
𝜏00 Trough
N Female ID
N Cell
N Stack Tray
N Trough

3.29
8.04
1.20
0.00
0.00
35
47
9
4

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

14074
0.165/0.781

P
<0.001
0.23
0.034 *
0.12
<0.001***
0.23
0.019 *

Table 2.23 – Model Selection: Egg Survival
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for egg survival (corrected for
small sample size) outlined in Table 2.22. The base model (bolded) was strongest with zero
model uncertainty.
Egg Survival Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
LL
Base Model
8
10938.89
0.00
1.00
1.00
-5461.44
One Interaction
11
10967.93
29.05
0.00
1.00
-5472.96
No Interactions
10
10970.72
31.84
0.00
1.00
-5475.35
Null Model
5
10998.18
59.29
0.00
1.00
-5494.09
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.22 except Treatment and
its interactions.
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Table 2.24 – Variation in the Timing (Rate) of Maternal Death
Combined influence of treatment and maternal factors on maternal death in captive studies of
freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, •p<0.1
Timing of Maternal Death (Days Until Death)
Predictor
Estimate
Confidence Interval
Intercept
-12.70
-17.26 – -8.14
Senescence Score
0.94
0.55 – 1.34
Log10 Plasma Cortisol
2.55
1.52 – 3.57
Hematocrit Proportion
-2.32
-5.11 – 0.47
Leucocrit Proportion
-25.67
-57.67 – 6.34
Glucose
-0.02
-0.10 – 0.06
Lactate
-0.08
-0.15 – 0.00
Log10 MIS
0.83
0.25 – 1.42
Treatment
-0.75
-4.73 – 3.23
Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Female ID
𝜏00 Trough
𝜏00 Female Density
N Female ID
N Trough
N Female Density

1.02
45.37
0.00
8.47
45
4
11

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

121
0.0763/0.983

P
<0.001
<0.001 ***
<0.001 ***
0.10
0.12
0.55
0.064 •
0.005
0.71

Table 2.25 – Model Selection: Maternal Death
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for the timing of maternal death
(corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.24. The base model (bolded) was strongest
with zero model uncertainty.
Maternal Death Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
Base Model
12
619.40
0.00
0.65
0.65
Without Interactions
13
621.77
2.38
0.20
0.85
One Interaction
14
623.09
3.69
0.10
0.96
Two Interactions
15
624.75
5.36
0.04
1.00
Null Model
5
1066.89
447.50
0.00
1.00
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.24 except Treatment.
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LL
-296.25
-296.18
-295.56
-295.09
-528.30

Table 2.26 – Summary of Models for Variation in Performance and Fitness
Dependent
Variable

Significant Predictors

Non-significant Predictors

Ovulation
Window
(Based on
Maternal
State While
in Salt
Water)

1. Treatment
2. Average length
3. Seapen cortisol x
treatment
4. Seapen MIS x
treatment

1. Seapen cortisol
2. Seapen hematocrit
proportion
3. Seapen leucocrit
proportion
4. Seapen glucose
5. Seapen lactate
6. Seapen MIS

Ovulation
Window
(Based on
Maternal
State at the
Time of
Ovulation)

1. Ovulation cortisol
2. Ovulation senescence
score
3. Ovulation leucocrit
proportion
4. Ovulation lactate
5. Ovulation MIS
6. Ovulation cortisol x
treatment
7. Ovulation MIS x
treatment

1. Treatment
2. Average length
3. Ovulation hematocrit
proportion
4. Ovulation glucose

Maternal
Lifespan
(Based on
Maternal

1. Average length
2. Seapen MIS x
treatment

1. Treatment
2. Seapen cortisol

Corresponding
Main Takeaways
Table
Number(s)
2.27, 2.28
1. Larger females in the ocean out-perform smaller
females regardless of river water quality.
2. Under normal water conditions, females that
naturally produce lower plasma cortisol and
higher MIS in the ocean will perform better with
longer ovulation windows.
3. The opposite is true for females that will enter
low water conditions: higher plasma cortisol could
initiate faster energy mobilization while lower MIS
may serve to slow the rate of maternal death (see
Table 2.3).
2.29, 2.30
1. Body size is no longer important once females are
in fresh water. Performance outcomes become
dependent on overall maternal state.
2. Under normal water conditions, females with
lower physical senescence, lactate, and MIS and
with higher plasma cortisol have longer ovulation
windows.
3. Low water females with higher MIS have longer
ovulation windows. Slower MIS elimination (see
Table 2.3) keeps it elevated as long as possible to
increase performance. Plasma cortisol levels do
not impact ovulation window once in fresh water.
2.31, 2.32
1. Larger females in the ocean are expected to live
longer once in fresh water.
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State While
in Salt
Water)

Maternal
Lifespan
(Based on
Maternal
State at the
Time of
Ovulation)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Treatment
Average length
Ovulation lactate
Ovulation MIS x
treatment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

3. Seapen hematocrit
proportion
4. Seapen leucocrit
proportion
5. Seapen glucose
6. Seapen lactate
7. Seapen MIS
Ovulation cortisol
Ovulation senescence
score
Ovulation hematocrit
proportion
Ovulation leucocrit
proportion
Ovulation glucose
Ovulation MIS

2.33, 2.34
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2. Under normal conditions, females with naturally
high MIS in the ocean should live longer, with the
opposite being true for low water females.
3. Low water females have lower MIS levels on
average (see Table 2.3), which may extend the
lifespan (as it was shown above to slow the rate of
maternal death)
1. Larger females are still more likely to survive
longer than smaller females once actually in fresh
water.
2. Lower levels of circulating lactate are predictive of
longer freshwater lifespan regardless of water
treatment.
3. Under normal water conditions, lower MIS is
predictive of longer lifespans, with the opposite
being true for low water females.
4. Slow elimination of MIS (see Table 2.3) may keep
MIS elevated as high as possible over longer
periods of time to increase their freshwater
lifespan.

Table 2.27 – Pre-migratory Saltwater Traits Predicting Variation in Ovulation Window
Combined influence of treatment, maternal factors and their interactions on ovulation window in
captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. Note: The square root of ovulation
window was used for normality as the dependent variable. Although seapen senescence score
was included in the model, it did not appear since all values were zero. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01,
*p<0.05, •p<0.1
Saltwater Traits – Ovulation Window
Predictor
Estimate
Confidence Interval
Intercept
-5.57
-12.42 – 1.27
Average Length
0.16
0.09 – 0.23
Log10 Seapen Cortisol
-1.01
-3.32 – 1.30
Seapen Hematocrit Proportion
5.08
-1.29 – 11.45
Seapen Leucocrit Proportion
-31.39
-69.74 – 6.97
Seapen Glucose
0.11
-0.39 – 0.61
Seapen Lactate
-0.15
-0.34 – 0.04
Log10 Seapen MIS
0.51
-0.25 – 1.27
Treatment
-14.07
-23.48 – -4.66
Log10 Seapen Cortisol * Treatment
7.60
3.23 – 11.95
Log10 Seapen MIS * Treatment
-2.10
-3.43 – -0.76
Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Trough
N Trough

0.46
0.00
4

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

24
0.658/0.658

P
0.110
<0.001 ***
0.39
0.12
0.11
0.66
0.13
0.19
0.003 **
0.001 ***
0.002 **

Table 2.28 – Model Selection: Saltwater Traits Predicting Ovulation Window
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for ovulation window predicted
by saltwater traits (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.27. The base model
(bolded) was strongest with zero model uncertainty.
Saltwater Traits – Ovulation Window Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight
Cumulative Weight
LL
Base Model
10
98.10
0.00
0.96
0.96
-30.59
Without Interactions
11
105.05
6.94
0.03
0.99
-30.52
Cortisol Interaction
12
109.85
11.75
0.00
1.00
-28.74
MIS Interaction
12
111.31
13.20
0.00
1.00
-29.47
Two Interactions
13
111.90
13.80
0.00
1.00
-24.75
Null Model
3
112.05
13.94
0.00
1.00
-52.65
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.27 except Treatment and
its interactions.
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Table 2.29 – Ovulation Day Traits Predicting Variation in Ovulation Window
Combined influence of treatment, maternal factors and their interactions on ovulation window in
captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. Note: The square root of ovulation
window was used for normality as the dependent variable. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05,
•p<0.1
Ovulation Day Traits – Ovulation Window
Predictor
Estimate
Confidence Interval
Intercept
-0.89
-3.87 – 2.10
Average Length
0.03
-0.01 – 0.06
Log10 Ovulation Cortisol
2.52
1.34 – 3.70
Ovulation Senescence Score
-0.86
-1.31 – -0.42
Ovulation Hematocrit Proportion
27.81
3.63 – 59.26
Ovulation Leucocrit Proportion
-42.36
-92.19 – 7.47
Ovulation Glucose
-0.05
-0.12 – 0.02
Ovulation Lactate
-0.15
-0.21 – -0.09
Log10 Ovulation MIS
-1.01
-2.06 – 0.03
Treatment
-1.12
-8.30 – 6.05
Log10 Ovulation Cortisol * Treatment
-2.27
-3.75 – -0.78
Log10 Ovulation MIS * Treatment
3.47
1.22 – 5.72
Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Trough
N Trough

0.06
0.00
4

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

16
0.927/0.927

P
0.56
0.14
<0.001 ***
<0.001***
0.083
0.10 •
0.15
<0.001 ***
0.056 •
0.76
0.003 **
0.003 **

Table 2.30 – Model Selection: Ovulation Day Traits Predicting Ovulation Window
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for ovulation window predicted
by freshwater (ovulation day) traits (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.29. The
base model (bolded) was strongest with zero model uncertainty.
Ovulation Day Traits – Ovulation Window Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
LL
Base Model
11
105.45
0.00
0.96
0.96
-8.72
Null Model
3
112.05
6.60
0.04
1.00
-52.65
Without Interactions
12
144.67
39.22
0.00
1.00
-8.34
MIS Interaction
13
216.42
110.97
0.00
1.00
-4.21
Cortisol Interaction
13
216.54
111.09
0.00
1.00
-4.27
Two Interactions
14
449.33
343.88
0.00
1.00
-0.66
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.29 except Treatment and
its interactions.
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Table 2.31 – Pre-migratory Saltwater Traits Predicting Variation in Maternal Lifespan
Combined influence of treatment, maternal factors and their interactions on maternal lifespan in
captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. Note: Although seapen senescence
score was included in the model, it did not appear since all values were zero. ***p<0.001,
**p<0.01, *p<0.05, •p<0.1
Saltwater Traits - Maternal Lifespan (Longevity)
Predictor
Estimate
Confidence Interval
Intercept
-15.46
-58.18 – 27.25
Average Length
0.59
0.18 – 0.99
Log10 Seapen Cortisol
-2.43
-13.75 – 8.88
Seapen Hematocrit Proportion
-15.00
-63.86 – 33.85
Seapen Leucocrit Proportion
59.74
-181.33 – 300.80
Seapen Glucose
-0.48
-4.27 – 3.32
Seapen Lactate
0.04
-1.10 – 1.17
Log10 Seapen MIS
3.80
-1.49 – 9.09
Treatment
11.89
-1.19 – 24.96
Log10 Seapen MIS * Treatment
-6.33
-13.77 – 1.12
Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Trough
ICC
N Trough

31.08
0.23
0.01
4

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

32
0.455/0.459

P
0.48
0.005 **
0.67
0.55
0.63
0.81
0.95
0.16
0.08
0.10 •

Table 2.32 – Model Selection: Saltwater Traits Predicting Maternal Lifespan
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for maternal lifespan predicted
by saltwater traits (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.31. The base model
(bolded) was strongest with zero model uncertainty.
Saltwater Traits - Lifespan Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
LL
Base Model
10
234.46
0.00
0.87
0.87
-101.99
Without Interactions
11
238.79
4.33
0.10
0.97
-101.80
One Interaction
12
241.44
6.98
0.03
1.00
-100.51
Two Interactions
13
245.11
10.65
0.00
1.00
-99.44
Null Model
3
330.38
95.92
0.00
1.00
-161.92
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.31 except Treatment and
its interaction.
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Table 2.33 – Ovulation Day Traits Predicting Variation in Maternal Lifespan
Combined influence of treatment, maternal factors and their interactions on maternal lifespan in
captive studies of freshwater senescence in Chinook salmon. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05,
•p<0.1
Ovulation Day Traits - Maternal Lifespan (Longevity)
Predictor
Estimate
Confidence Interval
Intercept
12.17
-10.92 – 35.26
Average Length
0.36
0.13 – 0.60
Log10 Ovulation Cortisol
-3.52
-10.83 – 3.80
Ovulation Senescence Score
0.54
-3.74 – 4.82
Ovulation Hematocrit Proportion
191.93
-75.70 – 459.56
Ovulation Leucocrit Proportion
-282.19
-696.81 – 132.43
Ovulation Glucose
-0.23
-0.78 – 0.31
Ovulation Lactate
-0.72
-1.34 – -0.09
Log10 Ovulation MIS
-1.56
-11.89 – 8.76
Treatment
-28.84
-50.80 – -6.87
Log10 Ovulation MIS * Treatment
13.30
2.66 – 23.94
Random Effects
σ2
𝜏00 Trough
N Trough

9.63
0.00
4

Observations
Marginal R2/Conditional R2

20
0.851/0.851

P
0.30
0.002 **
0.35
0.81
0.16
0.18
0.40
0.024 *
0.77
0.010 **
0.014 *

Table 2.34 – Model Selection: Ovulation Day Traits Predicting Maternal Lifespan
The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) model selection results for maternal lifespan predicted
by freshwater (ovulation day) traits (corrected for small sample size) outlined in Table 2.33. The
base model (bolded) was strongest with zero model uncertainty.
Ovulation Day Traits - Lifespan Model Selection Based on AICc:
K
AICc
ΔAICc
AICc Weight Cumulative Weight
LL
Base Model
11
162.81
0.00
1.00
1.00
-53.91
Without Interactions
12
175.88
13.07
0.00
1.00
-53.66
One Interaction
13
188.73
25.91
0.00
1.00
-51.03
Two Interactions
14
212.77
49.96
0.00
1.00
-50.39
Null Model
3
330.38
167.57
0.00
1.00
-161.92
*Base model represents all variables included in the analysis in Table 2.33 except Treatment and
its interaction.
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Figures

Figure 2.1 – Progression of external senescence in female Chinook salmon through time in fresh
water. (0) A fish with a score of zero (brown control fish) shows zero signs of senescence - no
white patches, no fin fraying, vibrant brown colour. (1) A fish with a score of 1 is beginning to
show signs of senescence – fin fraying and white patches are becoming visible on the tail or head
and the fish has become a duller brown. (2) A fish with a score of 2 has signs of senescence
advancing further on fins – half or most of the caudal fin is white with additional fins starting to
fray. (3) A fish with a score of 3 has signs of senescence present in small areas on the body
(along with tail and/or head) – smaller white patches, fins continue to lose tissue. (4) A fish with
a score of 4 has signs of senescence covering roughly half of the body – white patches on half of
the body, some fins losing tissue. (5) A fish with a score of 5 is ½ - ¾ covered with signs of
senescence – white present in large patches covering up to ¾ of the fish, fin bones starting to be
exposed, lateral line starting to be more visible. (6) A fish with a score of 6 is almost completely
senesced – body mostly covered in white, muscle starting to be exposed due to tissue loss, fin
bones exposed. (7) A fish with a score of 7 is completely covered with signs of senescence –
entire body covered in white, muscle more exposed (more advanced tissue loss), fin bones
exposed, ocular damage, lateral line completely visible.
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Figure 2.2 – Chinook salmon female densities within freshwater troughs predicting variation in
dissolved oxygen (DO) concentration (mg/L). Solid lines indicate a significant relationship
between dissolved oxygen and female density. The solid red line depicts changes in DO within
low water troughs, while the solid blue line depicts changes in DO within normal (control)
troughs. The surrounding red and blue shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals for DO
measurements in low and normal water conditions, respectively.
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Figure 2.3 – Variation in external physical state (based on senescence scores) predicted by (A)
days from ovulation and (B) days in fresh water for female Chinook salmon. Solid lines indicate
a significant relationship between dependent and independent variables, with red indicating low
water treatment females and blue indicating control females. The surrounding red and blue
shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals in low and normal (control) water conditions,
respectively. While present, breakpoints are not visible on the linear curve. (A) Breakpoints for
low water conditions were found and denoted with a vertical red dotted line, with trend changes
in physical senescence occuring at -3.0 and 8.0 days from ovulation. (B) Breakpoints were also
found based on days in fresh water, with trend changes in physical senescence occuring at 11.0
and 12.5 days in fresh water for low water females, and 0.6 and 8.4 days for control females.
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Figure 2.4 – Variation in maternal plasma cortisol (ng/mL) predicted by (A) days from ovulation
and (B) days in fresh water for senescing female Chinook salmon. Solid lines indicate a
significant relationship between dependent and independent variables, with red indicating low
water treatment females and blue indicating control females. The surrounding red and blue
shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals in low and normal (control) water conditions,
respectively. While present, breakpoints are not visible on the linear curve. (A) Breakpoints were
found based on days from ovulation, with trend changes in plasma cortisol occuring at -4.8, 2.5
and 11.9 days from ovulation for low water females, and -5.0, 3.9 and 6.6 days from ovulation
for control females. B) Breakpoints were also found based on days in fresh water, with trend
changes in plasma cortisol occuring at 3.1 and 12.0 days in fresh water for low water females,
and 5.0 and 7.7 days for control females. Note: Plasma cortisol was logged for normality as the
dependent variable.
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Figure 2.5 – (A) Variation in average glucose (mmol/L) in senescing female Chinook salmon as
predicted by days from ovulation. There is an inverted ‘U’-shaped relationship, with low water
females depicted in red and control females in blue. The size of each circle is proportional to the
number of samples for a given day from ovulation. (B, C) Variation in maternal glucose
predicted by (A) days from ovulation squared and (C) days in fresh water squared. Solid lines
indicate a significant relationship between dependent and independent variables, with red
indicating low water treatment females and blue indicating control females. The surrounding red
and blue shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals in low and normal (control) water
conditions, respectively. Note: The square root of glucose was used for normality as the
dependent variable.
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Figure 2.6 – (A) Variation in average MIS (ng/mL) in senescing female Chinook salmon as
predicted by days from ovulation. There is an inverted ‘U’-shaped relationship, with low water
females depicted in red and control females in blue. The size of each circle is proportional to the
number of samples for a given day from ovulation. (B, C) Variation in maternal glucose
predicted by (A) days from ovulation squared and (C) days in fresh water squared. Solid lines
indicate a significant relationship between dependent and independent variables, with dashed
lined representing non-significant relationships. Red lines indicate low water treatment females
and blue lines indicate control females. The surrounding red and blue shaded areas represent
95% confidence intervals in low and normal (control) water conditions, respectively. Note: MIS
was logged for normality as the dependent variable.
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Figure 2.7 – Variation in egg cortisol (ng/g) from spawned Chinook salmon eggs, predicted by
various maternal factors, including (A) days until death, (B) senescence score, (C) plasma
cortisol, (D) hematocrit, (E) leucocrit, (F) glucose, (G) lactate, (H) MIS, and (I) egg mass. Solid
lines indicate a significant relationship between dependent and independent variables, with
dashed lines representing non-significant relationships. Red lines indicate low water treatment
females and blue lines indicate control females. The surrounding red and blue shaded areas
represent 95% confidence intervals in low and normal (control) water conditions, respectively.
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Figure 2.8 – Variation in egg mass (g) from spawned Chinook salmon eggs, predicted by
various maternal factors, including (A) days until death, (B) days from ovulation, (C) plasma
cortisol, and (D) MIS. Solid lines indicate a significant relationship between dependent and
independent variables, with dashed lines representing non-significant relationships. Red lines
indicate low water treatment females and blue lines indicate control females. The surrounding
red and blue shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals in low and normal (control) water
conditions, respectively.
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Figure 2.9 – Inter-individual variation and intra-individual consistency in egg mass of
successive sets of spawned Chinook salmon eggs collected throughout time in fresh water.
Females are colour coded to indicate variation in body size, with red representing larger females,
purple medium-sized females, and blue relatively small females. Each line depicts the egg
masses for one individual at the various times they were expressed in fresh water.
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Figure 2.10 – Variation in egg survival from spawned Chinook salmon eggs, predicted by (A)
days until death, (B) days from ovulation, (C) egg cortisol, and (D) egg mass. Solid lines indicate
a significant relationship between dependent and independent variables, with dashed lines
representing non-significant relationships. Red lines indicate low water treatment females and
blue lines indicate control females. The surrounding red and blue shaded areas represent 95%
confidence intervals in low and normal (control) water conditions, respectively. While present, a
breakpoint is not visible on the linear curve. A single breakpoint was found based on (B) days
from ovulation, with trend changes in egg survival occuring 8.7 days from ovulation for control
females and no detectable breakpoints for low water females.
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Figure 2.11 – Variation in the timing of maternal Chinook salmon death predicted by various
maternal factors, including (A) senescence score, (B) plasma cortisol, (C) hematocrit, (D)
leucocrit, (E) glucose, (F) lactate, and (G) MIS. Solid lines indicate a significant relationship
between dependent and independent variables, with dashed lines representing non-significant
relationships. Red lines indicate low water treatment females and blue lines indicate control
females. The surrounding red and blue shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals in low
and normal (control) water conditions, respectively.
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Figure 2.12 – Variation in ovulation window (i.e., length of time between first expressing eggs
and last expression of eggs) based on pre-migratory maternal state in salt water, specifically
predicted by (A) average length, (B) plasma cortisol, (C) hematocrit, (D) leucocrit, (E) glucose,
(F) lactate, and (G) MIS. Solid lines indicate a significant relationship between dependent and
independent variables, with dashed lines representing non-significant relationships. Red lines
indicate low water treatment females and blue lines indicate control females. The surrounding
red and blue shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals in low and normal (control) water
conditions, respectively.
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Figure 2.13 – Variation in ovulation window (i.e., length of time between first expressing eggs
and last expression of eggs) based on maternal state at the time of ovulation, specifically
predicted by (A) average length, (B) plasma cortisol, (C) senescence score, (D) hematocrit, (E)
leucocrit, (F) glucose, (G) lactate, and (H) MIS. Solid lines indicate a significant relationship
between dependent and independent variables, with dashed lines representing non-significant
relationships. Red lines indicate low water treatment females and blue lines indicate control
females. The surrounding red and blue shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals in low
and normal (control) water conditions, respectively.
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Figure 2.14 – Variation in maternal lifespan based on pre-migratory maternal state in salt water,
specifically predicted by (A) average length, (B) plasma cortisol, (C) hematocrit, (D) leucocrit,
(E) glucose, (F) lactate, and (G) MIS. Solid lines indicate a significant relationship between
dependent and independent variables, with dashed lines representing non-significant
relationships. Red lines indicate low water treatment females and blue lines indicate control
females. The surrounding red and blue shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals in low
and normal (control) water conditions, respectively.
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Figure 2.15 – Variation in maternal lifespan based on maternal state at the time of ovulation,
specifically predicted by (A) average length, (B) plasma cortisol, (C) senescence score, (D)
hematocrit, (E) leucocrit, (F) glucose, (G) lactate, and (H) MIS. Solid lines indicate a significant
relationship between dependent and independent variables, with dashed lines representing nonsignificant relationships. Red lines indicate low water treatment females and blue lines indicate
control females. The surrounding red and blue shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals
in low and normal (control) water conditions, respectively.
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CHAPTER 3 – THE ADVERSE IMPACT OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGE
ON MATERNAL STATE AND BREEDING SUCCESS IN CHINOOK SALMON
The Threat of Climate Change on Chinook Salmon Populations
Migration is an energetically taxing behaviour for reproductive Pacific salmon, especially when
coupled with anthropogenic- and climate-driven environmental stressors. While migrating
salmon are typically successful in managing natural fluctuations in water quality, the addition of
exceptional environmental challenges may threaten adaptive capacity (Waples et al., 2008). For
example, declining river flow rates (caused primarily by changes in precipitation, temperature,
and human demand) introduce novel stressors to freshwater fish that can test individual
tolerances and exacerbate species decline (Xenopoulos et al., 2005). Declines in Pacific salmon
populations caused by rapid change have already been acknowledged, with seven North
American Chinook salmon populations listened as threated and two listed as endangered (NOAA
report). Severe limitations in water availability will be problematic for these anadromous fish
that rely on flow regimes to regulate reproduction in natal rivers (Bunn & Arthington, 2002),
with particular concern for the resiliency of populations already struggling. Although
environmental stressors can have a number of direct effects on migrating semelparous fish, such
as high water temperatures causing premature death and curtailed breeding attempts (Fenkes et
al., 2015), they may also have the capacity to indirectly impact fitness via complex changes to
maternal phenotypes (Gagliano & McCormick, 2006). An emerging area of study in this space is
how stress-mediated changes in maternal state can cause downstream impacts on offspring
performance and survival through hormonally-mediated maternal effects (Sheriff & Love, 2013;
Banet et al., 2019). Glucocorticoids (GCs) are often used as an indicator of environmental
quality, with migrating salmon producing exceptionally high levels (Cook et al., 2011) that
potentially result from increases in nutritional and oxidative stress upon entry into fresh water
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(Morbey et al, 2005). As oviparous organisms, female Chinook salmon have the potential to
transfer these high circulating GCs to embryonic yolk, with excessive cortisol deposition
modulating overall fitness via reductions in egg quality (Sheriff & Love, 2013; Sopinka et al.
2017). Studies exploring possible changes in these stress-mediated maternal effects and how they
may vary with freshwater environmental challenges to potentially worsen female state are vital
for predicting how climate change will exacerbate senescence-mediated costs of reproduction
with the potential for further species decline.
The overall aim of my thesis was to assess whether responses to environmental
challenges induced changes in maternal physiology and senescence, and whether these changes
have the potential to impact the breeding success of Chinook salmon as they face an increasingly
stressful environment. My results suggest that chronic environmental stress does indeed speed
the rate of maternal decline over time, but does not necessarily produce consistently poorer
quality eggs that are less likely to survive. Under normal water conditions (Chapter 2), signs of
maternal senescence (both physical and physiological) began immediately upon entering fresh
water, providing evidence in support of the energy exhaustion hypothesis (Hruska et al., 2010).
Through phenotypic plasticity, females facing conditions of lower freshwater availability in our
water level manipulation managed to initially out-perform control females, as dramatic changes
in overall senescence were delayed until after ovulation. Lagging senescence not only improves
the chances of stressed females surviving long enough to reproduce at the spawning grounds, but
also serves as a protective mechanism to mitigate the effects of maternal stress on egg quality
and survival. Following ovulation, females exposed to chronic environmental stressors began
exhibiting accelerated senescence with rapid increases in external deterioration and plasma
cortisol. Maternal phenotypes that produced higher plasma cortisol, regardless of treatment, were
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the ones to produce eggs of higher cortisol content with lower egg survival, although females
producing naturally high cortisol that were then faced with the low water conditions had the
worst outcomes in terms of egg survival across all females. Interestingly, chronically stressed
low water females expressed lower levels of MIS that peaked before both control fish and
ovulation, likely serving as a mechanism to lengthen ovulation windows and slow the rate of
maternal death to maximize performance and fitness. To place my results in context, I begin by
exploring how the presence of chronic environmental challenges can impact the rate of
senescence/maternal decline and end by discussing the evolutionary implications of having
different reproductive strategies. Lastly, I consider possible areas of future research that could
improve our understanding and the implications of environmentally-induced changes to
reproductive senescence in Pacific salmon.

Connecting Climate Change with Changes in Maternal State
Recent research has focused on the susceptibility of Pacific salmon to changing environmental
conditions, as climate change is thought to heavily impact both marine and freshwater life stages
of these anadromous fish (Crozier et al., 2021). Understanding how reproductive females
respond to shifts in precipitation and water availability is important when assessing
intergenerational consequences (i.e., whether the species will persist in changing conditions). In
one study, researchers showed that physiological stress increases from the time wild salmon
arrived at their spawning grounds to the time they became moribund, with increases in cortisol
and lactate but decreases is osmolality, plasma ions, and energetic reserves over time (Hruska et
al., 2010). Thus, senescent declines were found to be largely impacted by maternal physiology,
as confirmed by the results of my thesis, which partly highlight the importance of cortisol and
lactate on the rate of senescence and maternal death. Examining external state in my thesis
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revealed physical deterioration to be just as influential in senescent declines as changes in
physiology (particularly cortisol), although maternal energetics was the primary source of
downstream effects to egg quality and survival. While many studies have examined the stressrelated effects of confinement, crowding, air exposure, temperature, and oxygen on maternal
state, few (if any) have focused directly on the role and manipulation of water availability.
Chinook salmon in the current study exposed to experimental reductions in water flow
experienced similar stress responses to those seen in previous studies of experimentally induced
stress, with hyperactivity of the hypothalamus-pituitary-interrenal (HPI) axis producing highly
elevated cortisol release and deleterious somatic damage (Cook et al., 2011). Unexpectedly,
females exposed to chronic low water levels had slower rates of maternal death despite more
advanced signs of overall senescence. Our results are in line with predictions made by Abrams
(1993) who suggested that extrinsic mortality can impact the rate of senescence, suggesting that
migratory challenges may increase extrinsic mortality rates to cause selection in favour of
reduced senescence (Carlson et al., 2007). Individuals that can delay declines in maternal state
should be better equipped to manage environmental stressors as they should be better at resisting
pathogens, maintaining homeostasis, and managing energetic demands. As such, slower rates of
senescence are favoured in cases of high extrinsic mortality to reduce the likelihood of
environmental stressors causing pre-spawn mortality and decreases in personal fitness.
Surprisingly, we also found that low water females were not the only ones to transfer excessive
amounts of cortisol to maturing eggs. With such variation in reproductive strategy, individuals
with higher plasma cortisol, regardless of treatment, were found to ovulate eggs of higher
cortisol that were less likely to reach the embryonic stage. These results confirm the presence of
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an inherent blood-egg buffering system that modulates egg quality in times of heightened
maternal stress.

Evolutionary Outcomes of State-based Changes to Egg Quality, Performance, and Fitness
Individuals that have the adaptive capacity to respond to the challenges posed by climate change
will likely be the ones to perform better in fresh water and have greater success in passing their
genes onto the next generation (Angeler et al., 2019; Siders, 2019; Thurman et al., 2020). Our
work suggests that through phenotypic plasticity, some individuals may be better suited to
changing conditions via slower rates of maternal decline. As such, natural selection should
favour these maternal phenotypes that senesce slowly, particularly before ovulation, to reduce
the effects of maternal stress on offspring survival. Moreover, our finding that females of larger
body size that live longer and produce larger eggs of lower cortisol content suggests that these
phenotypes could also be selected for, as these females should have more opportunities to find
mates, excavate numerous redds, and successfully spawn high quality eggs. While overall
declines in maternal state were indeed predictive of lower egg quality and survival, we found no
significant difference between the treatments in these performance and fitness traits, with
chronically stressed females ovulating eggs with high cortisol content similar to some of those
with plenty of water. While the intensity of the environmental challenge in our experimental
work was quite high (i.e., water levels were extremely reduced), with significant reductions in
dissolved oxygen (but not increases in water temperature), it is nonetheless possible that water
quality did not deviate far enough from expected (control) conditions (Sapolsky, 2021), which
could explain the lack of treatment effects on egg quality. While declines in water flow and
dissolved oxygen were significant stressors to fish in my thesis, concentrations of oxygen were
still relatively higher than what would be found under warming river conditions (Ficklin et al.,
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2013). Climate-driven changes that produce low river flows, low dissolved oxygen, and warmer
water temperatures in wild streams will likely combine to reduce thermal tolerances (Del Rio et
al., 2019) and as a result may cause an earlier onset of senescence, pre-spawn mortality, and
reduced reproductive success in species such as Pacific salmon. As such, based on results from
my thesis, wild conditions that have more severe impacts on maternal state will be expected to
drive simultaneous declines in offspring survival. Specifically, our work shows that females
already prone to ovulating eggs of higher average cortisol content would be expected to perform
even worse in the wild under severe climate change conditions, where frequent co-occuring
instances of high temperature and hypoxia in streams and within redds are already known to
disrupt embryonic development, growth, and survival (Del Rio et al., 2019).

Future Directions
While reductions in water availability and dissolved oxygen did indeed generate stressful
environmental challenges for reproductive salmon in our current work, further manipulations
(i.e., increases) to water temperature should be included in future work in attempts to mimic
more realistic declines in water quality. The fresh water at YIAL is of outstanding quality as it is
high in dissolved oxygen and low in temperature, making it ideal fish habitat. Experimentally
altering water quality (beyond changes in depth) for housing 80+ adult salmon was unfortunately
not possible given our limited time and resources. Incorporating water temperature in future
studies will nevertheless be important, as warming temperatures have been linked with abiotic
changes to water quality and stream flow, as well as pre-spawn mortality in adults and
embryonic development in spawned eggs (Fenkes et al., 2015; Schoen et al., 2017; Crozier et al.,
2019). Our work was conducted on fish originating from migratory populations with relatively
short migration routes (e.g., 10 km) which may mean the fish we worked on have few
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mechanisms by which to buffer the effects of added environmental stressors. Conducting a
similar experiment on Pacific salmon that are known to swim considerably long distances (e.g.,
Fraser River salmon that migrate roughly 1000km) would allow us to better compare interpopulation or inter-specific variation in senescence and rates of maternal decline to determine
whether some populations or even species are more at risk than others in the face of changing
climatic conditions. Our results also suggest that additional work should examine reproductive
status at death more closely. We found that while most females died after undergoing extensive
increases in senescence and spawning all eggs, some died shortly after entering fresh water with
minimal somatic damage. For example, some fish died showing minimal signs of senescence and
still had ovaries fully bound with eggs. Bound eggs at early death could indicate poor phenotypic
plasticity and an inability to cope with changing conditions. By quantifying the number of eggs
spawned over time vs those retained at death, one could examine differences in fecundity
between the treatments. Examining this phenomenon more closely may be beneficial when
trying to assess how maternal senescence effects reproductive decisions. An interesting way to
test this relationship could include the introduction of males to determine whether their presence
induces earlier spawning times in low water females as a way to avoid post-ovulatory declines in
egg quality. Moreover, intra-individual variation in changes in maternal state and downstream
impacts on breeding success should be explored further as it would allow us to better examine
the fitness consequences of different reproductive strategies, which may be especially important
under changing riverine conditions and could even be selected upon by changing environmental
conditions. Variation in oxidative stress would also be an important measure of maternal state to
include in future studies, as oxidative stress has been shown to cause somatic tissue deterioration
that contributes to rapid senescence (Wilson et al., 2014). Finally, continuing to rear and study
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offspring beyond their embryonic stage and in various environments would allow one to examine
differences in phenotype and performance in response to stressful conditions. This would be
useful when determining the long-term intergenerational impacts of maternal stress on offspring
performance and fitness (Warriner et al. 2020).

Conclusions
The presence of an additional environmental challenge during reproduction in fresh water does
indeed induce changes in maternal state that then impact the breeding decisions and success of
Chinook salmon. The result will likely produce (or is already producing) even worse outcomes in
changing wild conditions for this species. My thesis assessed maternal responses repeatedly
throughout the senescent period and quantified physical senescence for the first time ever,
showing declines in internal and external state combine to threaten adaptive capacities in
reproductive females. When challenged with environmental stressors, females largely delay
senescence (especially physical senescence) until after ovulation, buffering the eggs from
extreme changes in quality. Low water females express lower levels of MIS that peak before
controls and ovulation, likely in attempts to maximize performance and fitness, which serve to
lengthen ovulation windows and give females more opportunities to spawn. Therefore, this
project highlights the importance of environmental effects on the senescence, performance, and
fitness of an economically and ecologically important salmonid species facing a rapidly changing
world.
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